
ROUND TAR LE SESSIONS 

General Chairman - D. C. Costello 

GENEilAI CHAIH.MAN: Good morning, gentlemen. We are starting our round-table 
discussions this mornir,g to add a Jittle flavor to the Conference. We have 
finished our formal presentations. We would Jike to announce that the sessions 
will be conducted in a very informaJ manner. 

We have received a tremendous response to the notices sent to your offices 
ask1ng for questions. We tried to group answers to the questions into certain 
subject areas; there are probably some that will not be answered. 

Each of the round-table chainnan has ore:anized his own session and there 
may be no uniformity in the pattern in which each is conducted} in general, 
I beJieve they wilJ be welJ orEanized. 

We want to have alJ participants feel free to ask questions; break in at 
any time and keep 1 ively discussions going throughout the day. 

You might also tbink about that part of the program at the conclusion 
of the round-tabJe dtscussion. We want to discuss where to hold the next 
Conference. You might like to suggest how we organize the next Conference. 
Any other suggestions you want to pass on to Mr. Belter and Dr. Silverman 
wilJ be appreciated. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: 

PANEL A - ROUND TABLE SESSION 
Thursday Morning, 24 October 1963 

IN-PLACE FILTER TESTING 

The panel members for Panel A, In-Place Filter Testing, are2 

R. w. Schneider, ORNL, Chairman 
E. c. Parrish, ORNL 
J. A. Young, NRL 
J. J. Croley, SRP 
F. E. Adley, HAK'l 
J. w. Thomas, HASL 

We have heard a lot about the ability of high efficiency filters to remove 
particulate matter efficiently and effectively in the micron and submicron 
range. Filter systems can be highly efficient if the systems are properly 
constructed and the filters are properly instalJed. 

As users, we must remember that we often put our knees, fingers, toes, 
and maybe other items, through the filter media. If we do not go to this 
trouble, we install the filters improperly. Or, if we install the filters 
properly, we have another problem with continuous leakage through the filter 
housing itself. In other words, the proof of the pudding is to run an in-place 
filter efficiency test after the operational filters are in place. 
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All of the quality-control procedures from the start of manufacture of the 
hirh-efficiency filter through the Quality Assurance Stations are extremely 
important, but today most. of us stop at this point; actuaJly, we have stopped 
one step short of doing the job right, and that is the in-place test. We 
cannot be assured that we have an efficient system unless the system is tested 
in situ with the high-efficiency filters in place. We can take all the pre
cautions that we wish, but if we do not determine the efficiency of tbe system, 
we do not know what it is. 

I am not trying to say that the system must be as efficient as the in
dividual filters, because in some cases we can tolerate Jess efficlency; but 
the fact ls that if the systems are not tested, we do not know what we have. 

For the record, so that you will have reference material, there are two 
reports which cover a good portion of in-place testingt NRL Report 5929, "Studies 
of Portable Air-Operated Aerosol Generators," by W. H. Echols and J. A. YoungJ 
and, ORNL Report 3442, "Tests of High-Efficiency Filters and Filter Insta11ations 
at ORNL," by E. C. Parrish and R. W. Schneider. The Proceed:i.ngs of tbe 7th 
Air Cleaning Conference, TID-7627, has several excellent references. The last 
is USA EC Report TID-7023, "Inspection, Storage, Handling and Installation of 
High-Efficiency Particulate ·Air Fi1ter Units," by H. Gi.lbert and J. H. Palmer. 

Before we ask for questions, I have requested each panel member to take a 
few minutes to discuss a phase of filter testing, in-place testing, or other 
topics relative to the title of this panel session. 

NRL PANELISTt I want to take ,just a few minutes to mention two studies 
which have been accomplished in the last two years ar NRL. The first has al
ready been mentioned, and that is the study of pod.able air-operated aerosol 
generators. These units have found wide use for in-place testing. 

The other study is that which we have just comp1eted; the report ia not 
yet ava11ahle. On the shock and vibration characteristics of high-efficiency 
filters, we had each of the three manufacturers of filters in this country 
prepare for us, under careful control using paper supplied by the Navy, a 
number of filters. Each of these filters were evaluated as to efficiency and 
resistance characteristics. These were then subjected to the Navy standard 
shock and vibration tests. The objective of this study was to determine if 
the filters, as they were be:tng produced, and as they were being produced in 
the finest quality, could withstand standard Navy shock tests, which evaluate 
the proposed use in environment aboard ship. 

Each of the filters successfully passed the vibration tests, a series 
of tests in which a filter is subjected to an increasing frequency in ampli tu.de 
in a very regulated and standard pattern. The fi.lters were evaluated as to 
efficiency and resistance before and after this series of vibration environmental 
tests, and then the filters were subjected to the shock tests. The fiJters 
were subjected to an increasing repetitive blow on the frame which houses the 
filters, not the filter itself, and it was found that alJ the fi.lters passed 
the vibration envi.ronmental tests. None of the filters were able to pass the 
shock test. This report should be ava:llable in a matter of a few months for 
your evaluation. 

Of course, since the 7th Conference we have been continuing our studies 
of the methods and techniques for in-place fi.lter evaluations. I want to point 
out, however, that there is much more than merely measuring the fUter efficiency. 
One must also be aware of other problems of air balanci.ng, air-flow distribution, 
pressurization, and the whole endeavor which we prefer to call the system 
evaluation. The in-place testing is a part of this overall system evaluation. 
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ORNL PANELIST t We fec1 we have come a long way si nee the Seventh AEC Air-
Cleaning Conference. At that tirr.e we had tested only one or two systems in situ, 
and today at ORNL we have tested about 2 ,OOO systems in pJace. 

The test of filter systems in situ is not difficult. The procedure used 
by OR.NL consists in discharging an aerosol produced by atomizing 1iquid DOP with 
compressed air into a convenient air intake ahead of the filter bank. The con
centration of the unfi1 tered smoke is measured by drawing a sample from the duct 
ahead of the filter bank and passing it through a forward light scattering pho
tometer. The concentration of the filtered aerosol is then measured from a 
sample w'i.thdrawn downstream of the filter. The filtration effici.ency of the 
system is calculated from the two concentration values. In general, the in
place test is conducted according to this procedure, but in a few instances it 
has been necessary to modlfy the basic techniques to circumvent physical limi
tations imposed by the particular installation. 

Several slides will now be shown.* The first shows the removal of an up
stream sample during an in-place teat. The downstream sample will be withdrawn 
from the pump discharge, so that we wi.11 be sure to have a well-mixed, repre
sentative sample. 

When an in-place test shows that the effici.ency of the system is unsatis
factory, the source of the leakage can be found by probing the downstream aide 
of the filter bank. Leaks are indicated by the erratic behavior of the needle 
on the amplifier when the probe ptcks up unfiltered aerosol particles. 

The results of the first in situ teats of the 486 different systems will 
be shown by the next slide. It seems - reasonable to expect that the filters 
serving chemicaJ laboratory hood exhausts might have lower first-test efficien
ctes than systems handling air that was essentially free of chemical vapors, 
and the two categories were inspected according1y. It appeared, on the average, 
that small systems containing one or two high-efficiency filters should give a 
higher first-test efficiency than systems with a greater number of filters, so 
Category 2 has been subdivided to show this trend. Only instaJlations containing 
one or two filters are tabulated in Category J, since very few of our systems 
serving laboratory hoods exc1usively contain more than two filters. The term 
"first-test" is intended to mean the first in situ test of a particular system, 
and bears no relation to the age of the installation, or the length of time the 
filters were in service prior to the teat. 

On the basis of the tests, and experience in general, we can draw some 
conclusions. It is relatively easy to achieve acceptable system efficiencies 
in smaJJ single- and double-filter installations. No significant difference 
is apparent between the Categories l and 2. High efficlency is more difficult 
to achieve in the larger systems. Only 31% of the systems containing 3 filters 
or more ran an efficiency of 99.97% or better on the first test, as compared 
with about 76% for the sma11er installations. 

In a few instances low efficiencies were found to be the result of cor
rosl ve attack of the medla. In one such case the system efficiency was 2%. 
In general, however, efficiendes less than 99.97% were attributed to faulty 
installation of the .filters, damage to the filter media during instaJlation, 
gasket leakage due to inadequate compression, and inadequacies in the filter 
housing and filter mounting frames. 

New syste~s of all sizes have a reasonably good chance of passing a pre
operational in situ test if close attention is given to details of design and 
construction-;-and if the filters are properly installed. Two new systems of 
30,000 and 80,000 cfm showed efficiencies of better than 99.97% on tr.e first 
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tests, and on two subsequent tests, without the need for remediaJ measures, 

We found that most exi_sting systems can be tested in situ, but tr.e task 
is usually easier, and more economical, when new instaJ lations-are designed 
for, and existing systems are modified to facilitate in-pJace testing. Our ex
perience at ORNL indicates that in-place testing is a convenient and reliable 
tool for verifying the adequacy of systems and for locating sources of leakage, 
yet the cost represents a very small fraction of the cost of the buildlr.g. 

HASL PANEUST: I would Hke to make a few remarks on the significance of 
the pinhole effect, as far as in-place testing is concerr:ed. One of the most 
important things that one should bear in mind is that filters may give a Jow 
efficiency at low flow rates than when tested at the rated f'Jow. Perhaps some 
maintenance man would get. the idea if you are operating below capacity, a filter 
may last longer and work better, but this is not necessarily true, and this 
should be looked out for. 

Particle size is not so important in in-place testing as it is in evalu
ation of filter materials, which follows from the fact that if one had leaks, 
then the pE·netration is a strong function of particle size, To emphasize this 
point I would like to show one of my previous slides, which you have already 
seen, Number 6, You notice those two curves at the bottom are for two different 
aerosoJs with no pinholes, and the two curves at the top are for the two dif
ferent af'rosol s witb pinhole. If one curve is subtracted from the other, the 
smalJ aerosol curve on the top with the pinhole, and the smaJJ aerosol curve on 
the hottom, effect of the pinhole can be determined. Doing the same thing for 
the hottom curve, the differences are goh1g to be nearly the same; this is ex
perimental evidence that it does not make too much difference on the parti.cle 
size, as far as the penetration to a pinhole filter is concerned. This is 1-m
portant in 1-n-place testing. 

Some have raised the question that we test on O.J micron smoke from a 
thermaJ generator but use the air-operated generator on in-place testing. These 
re suJt.s seem to indicate that use of air-operated generators is not as bad as 
some might think; we are happy to note this, because it would be next to impos
sible to try to use a thermal generator for in-place testing, 

SRP PANELIST: Our contajnment vesse]s were shown yesterday. Two thinr,s, I 
think, stood out with 0ur testing. One, we were very much surprised at the 
number 0f rejectNl fiJ ters we obtairoed. We just completed one round of reactor 
t.est:ir:r. Out of the first two banKs in the first reactor we rejected approxi
mately 32 fiJ fors, which was rather astound int:• This continrn~d through the 
third bank at the same ratio. We taJkea with 0Ur mainLenance people, and thin['S 
improved consider2bly. 

The other thing I think interesting about it was the rate of pluggage of 
our filters. We have not instaJJed the pre-filters in the vessels yet. In 
filters that have been in service for as much as eight to eighteen months we 
are getting 6 P's across the bank of up to 4 inches; the rated flow is around 
0.9 to 1. So, we are running int.o some problems in that respect, Our manner 
of testing, of course, is the customary one. I don't think I need to go into 
any detail there. 

HAFD PANELISTS Before I touch on nucJei counting, I would like to get into 
one other possible method of evaluating filters. I might mention that our par
ticular group at Hanford is not in the routine in-place testing program; my 
remarks are more or less on some work we have done in our own interests and on 
a call-in basis for speciaJ, particular johs, 
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I wou1d 1ike to touch on some of the HASL remarks about the pinholing 
effect. The first s1ide shows what we found with respect to single specimens 
on which we were able to run tests on air flow in the device, and, without re
moving it, adding a 1/8 11 hole to the paper. Curve A is essentially the filter 
in its original condition; curve B, after we added the 1/8 11 ho1e. We subtracted 
the two to obtain curve C. The calculation was simply an orifice caJcu1ation. 

The next slide is the same thing on an expanded scaJe. We took a 1,000 
cfm filter, and using the standard E-18 DOP Tester were able to show these 
effects. The bottom curve is essentially a f'.OOd filter with a penetration rating 
of .01% at a rated airflow of 1,000 cfm. As the capacity drops, the penetration 
also reduces. After this, we added two 1/811 holes to this filter, consecutively. 
The first hole produced the middle pair of curves resulting in an inverse rela
tionship between airflow and penetration. The first pair of curves in the center 
of the slide represents the holes in the upstream and downstream positions; the 
larger or higher penetration occurring when the hole was in the downstream posi
tion indicating, possibly, that the od fice flow on the discharge side was not 
interferred with by separators. The top pair of curves is essential1y the same 
thing, wHh two 1/8 11 holes in the filter essentially in the same position. 

The next slide was based on a similar type of test, with a selection from 
filters which we happened to have at the testing station. Those filters had 
roughly .01% penetration and showed an inverse relationship, similar to those 
experienced wjth the hole added to the filter. 

The curves above .01% penetration essentia1ly indicate that, probably in 
some cases and certajnly jn others, a defect in the one with the hole, while 
the other filters appear to be of good integrity. 

To me, condensation nuclei counter is a rather new instrument. People 
have been working with the instrument or the principle for quite some years, 
but our engineering laboratory in Schenectady developed a prototype earlier 
this year which was made available. I was interested to see what thts would 
do in the way of evaluating a filter• s performance. I was large1y interested 
because it is so sensitive that it will read from ten to severaJ hundred thou
sand nuclei per cc. 

The instrunent welghs a llttle less than 200 pounds and is portable or 
mobile. I found that functionaJly it was a real good instrument. 

We performed tests with 1,000 cfm filters and compared with them the DOP 
results, finding there was no good quantitative relationship, which was rather 
disappointing. More work is required to determine the relationship. Roughly, 
it appears that the penetration was about O.l of that found by DOP. We ran a 
series of fj 1ters and found out that the results varied roughly in that propor
tion. 

In addition to the single filter test, we applied it to a bank of filters 
handling about 1,000 cfm. To deal with nuclei we fed a sodium chloride mist 
from the regular atomizing or aspirating type generators, and put the sodium 
chloride mlst into the gas feed with an acetylene torch where it was essentially 
burned inside the acetylene flame; this is a simple and easy generator to devise 
and it worked very we 11. 

In a system with 100,000 cfm capacity, we could maintain a nuclei count 
of about 1.25 mlllion nuc1ei per cc on the upstream side. 

We were able to run a series of eight tests on this particular bank, and 
we did not know the exact condition of the bank at the time, but the tests 
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ranged from tJ.08% penetration to 0.2% penetration, with an average of about 0.12%. 
Applyinp: 0.1 velocity relation between OOP and nuclei, I would say that this par
ticular hank had a penetration of 0.12%. Whefoer this is right or not, I don't 
know, hut based on Parrish's earlier presentation, o.8% of his results fell within 
this group; it is reasonable to expect that this couJd have been operating some
where in that ranre. 

We have used uranine for special tests on custom made, high-efficiency 
filters at Hanford. We find uranine to be a good test method. It is simple} 
it is inexpensive, very sensitlve, and testing can be accomplished with the 
class of instruments found usually in most laborator:l.es. 

PANEL CHAIRMANt We are now going to declare the session open for informal 
discussfon. Any question pertinent to the subject of in-place testing or the 
testing of individual filters is fair p1ay. In addition, one panel member can 
question another panel memberJ or, if we get a question from the floor and I 
ask one of the panelists to answer, if any of the other panel members object 
or has a different idea or a different interpretation, by all means he is obli
gated to speak up. 

QUESTIONt When generating a heterogeneous aerosol, as with a portable 
NRL generator, what efficiency are you really measuring? Is this a count effi
ciency, or is this a mass efficiency, or surface area efficiency? If two ex
perimenters use the generator, both with the eame diameter, but one with a sigma 
of about 1.2 and one with a sigma of closP to 3, will they get identical results 
if they test it on the same filter? 

N111 PANELIST t First, what you are actually measuring during an in-p1ace 
test are the deficiencies in the filter. If one takes a piece pf filter paper 
with a holder that one knows has absolute integrity, and measures the difference 
in penetration between, say a 0.3 micron of a heterogeneous aerosol and one of 
these aerosols which has a light scattering mean diameter on the order or 0.8 
or count mean diameter on the order of 0.3 or 0.4, one does obtain a difference 
in penetration. When this is done on a large scale with a filter with some 200 
sq. ft. of total surface, then one finds that the penetrations may be of the 
same order of magnitude, and often are. Thia is not because of the difference 
in penetration through the paper, but because or the penetration through the 
holes or leaks. It is not dependent upon the size of the aerosol particle. 
Does this answer your question? 

QUESTIONt That answers the second part, but I just wonder what kind 
of efficiency we are measuring, whether it's just a relative number? 

NRL PANELISTt 
scattering chamber. 
tration. 

You have a relative number. Thia depends upon the light 
This is what you are using to detect the particle concen-

ORNL PANELISTi We have a number of different generators of the same con-
struction at ORNL and we use them interchangeably and we can duplicate our 
results very well. 

QUESTIONS I would like to find out the recommended treatments for in-
place testing of filters. 

ORNL PANELISTi The frequency with which filters need to be tested is some-
thing that everybody wnl have to settle for individually. We have systems 
that are on a frequency of once every six months. We have others that are on 
a frequency or once every three months, and we 0ccasionally have systems that 
are tested once a month, and we've had occasions with systems that were tested 
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once a week. 

QUESTION: 
at HAPO? 

Has the nuclei counter test been used on large filter banks 

HAPO PANELIST: No, except for this one test. Our results are limited. 
Naturally, we had the instrument on a short-term loan and did limited testing. 
We only used it on one bank which had been in for some years actually. 

QUESTION: On the NRL vibration testing was the efficiency of the filter 
tested, or was this just a phys:tcal test? 

NRL PANELIST: The efficiency of the filter was determined after each of 
the vibration studies; efficiency of resistance was determined before and after 
the vibration, and then before and after the shock studies. 

ORNL COMMENTt With regard to the previous comments about efficiency, my 
opinion is that if penetration through filters is released, then you are meas
uring the number or per cent that gets through. Actually, if the penetration 
is 1%, then 1% of the aerosol particles get through if it is due to leaks through 
pinholes. But if the particles are going through a filter with selected removal 
of certain sizes, then all you are measuring is a light scattering of the aerosol 
coming out, and it does not represent a change in number concentrations. 

HACL COMMENT: I would like to throw a little controversy into this discus-
sion because I think the question of whether you should use a liquid or a solid 
aerosol doesn't seem to have been identified here as a problem, and I think the 
vibration test question which preceded would indicate that if you tested a DOP, 
which is a liquid aerosol and it soaks into the fibers, you couldn't see any 
effect of vibration on release of deposited material. I would for that reason, 
if for no other, lean towards a solid aerosol test, and I would like to hear 
some discussion on this subject. 

NRL PANELIST: The shock and vibration tests were not designed to study 
fundamentally the effect on filtration, but the effect to the particle. We 
wanted to know if these filters could withstand the environment to which they 
would be subjected. We feel that a much more fundamental study is required to 
answer the latter question, and we are sure there would be a difference between 
liquid and solid aerosols. We used DOP simply because it was quick, easy, and 
convenient, and not for any other reason. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: I would like to add to that point. From the ORNL standpoint, 
we were faced with a problem of testing systems in-place, and these ranged any
where from 25 cfin up to 200,000 cfm. We needed a method of generating enough 
smoke in order to get a reasonable upstream concentration, and this is one 
reason we went to the liquid aerosol or OOP. We have run thousands of filters 
through the rig, and we were testing the individual filter and not looking for 
leakage in the system. After running several thousand, we found that at rated 
flow we correlated wit'"! the Quality Assurance Stations at Edgewood and now at 
K-25. The correlation was excellent. So we felt that any number that we got 
was comparable to any number the Quality Assurance Station got. We were not 
particularly interested in fundamentals of particle physics, or anything else. 
We wanted to be able to duplicate the Assurance Station results so that our 
numbers would have the same meaning. 

QUESTIOtl: I would like to ask a question on the status of the filter 
problem and its testing with respect to national standards. Are there standards 
for testing and are there standards for the installation of filters? 
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PANEL CHAIBJ.lAN: I know cf no standard. Of course, for the testing of new 
fi]ters t'y the QuaJHy Assllrance Station, there is a miJitary standard. It is 
an excelJent question and I suvrrest that it be hrourht up avaj n. 

QUESTION: In connection with use of an absolute filter what efficiency 
is the minimal acceptable? Would you say that a penetration of .01%, more or 
less, is satisfactory? 

ORNL PANELIST: We cannot tell any operation how efficient to be. Our radi-
ation safety and control people have a release which requires filter systems to 
be 99.95% efficient, or better, unless they can show cause why they should accept 
efficiencies that are lower than that. 

HAPO PANELIST: We have at Hanford the equivalent of the Oak Ridge testing 
facility, and at times have fiJters coming through from the different sites, 
where the filters are going to be run at considerably different flow or capacities 
than the rated capacity. 

You will recall the curves that were shown earlier; if a filter has a pin
hole and is satisfactory at the rated airflow, and then operated at a different 
airflow, there could be penetration which is considerably different, or non
acceptable according to the AEC standards. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: Some of the systems at ORNL under construction will be 
handling contaminants. Filters for these have come from the Assurance Station 
for testing at the rated flow. We are checking those fi 1 ters through at 100% 
of rated flow, and at 20% of rated flow looking for pinholes. We are finding 
a few. These are being sorted out and not being used i'or the particular facility. 

A pinhole test was run yesterday or the day before on our rig and we found 
a particular filter that ran 99.962% efficiency at rated flow, and it was down 
to 99.62% at one-fifth rated flow, a significant drop. Of course, in this par
ticular case the pinholes were artifically introduced, but this really makes no 
difference. 

COMMENT: First, I would like to say how much I agree with Mr. Thomas 
on the fact that pinholes are not highly selective; and, as the velocity goes 
up, the penetration certainly goes down. 

Secondly .t we have found at CDEE after having put artificial pinholes in 
corners of filters, that the particnlately laden air from these slow leaks have 
followed the flow line a long distance down the ducting. Depending upon where 
you sample, you can get factors of penetration varying by a fraction of 0.25. 
I would also like to know what mixing has been carried out in the ducting after 
the filter? 

NRL PANELISTt We recognize this problem and attempt at all times to make 
sure that we have representative samples upstream and downstream. Depending 
on where the blower is we have found that the best way to get a good sample is 
to take a sample after the aeroso1 passes through the blower. The blower has 
low remova1 efficiency, but it does an excellent job in mixing. Another tech
nique which we often use in our system, which is smaller than at ORNL, is to 
use manifold sampling techniques; but we are constantly aware of this difficulty. 

NRL PANELIST: Have you done any fiJter evaluation with your salt technique, 
either with a portable rig or at another installation other than in a laboratory? 

CDEE COMMENTt No. All we have done is to test the fiJters in the labora
tory, and we have never done any in situ testing on big insta11ations. We have 
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tested 1,000 cfm filters. We have aJso tested for leaks in the filter. What 
we haven't done is to test one of your 20,000 cfm units. 

SRP PANELIST: I understand that ORNL has been testing large banks in situ, 
whereas SRP has only tested individual filters in each of these banks. Now how 
do you obtain representative sampling on a bank of 100 filters at 100,000 cfln? 

ORNl. PANELIST: Whenever we can, we go downstream of the blower. If we 
cannot do that, then we try to take enough samples at whatever point is available 
to assure that we are not missing leakage because of transportation or channeling. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: We do put in one other thing. When the probe is shmred into 
the duct, we move the probe around to try to cover a number of points in the duct 
and look for any erratic behavior of the amp1ifier. If the needle jumps, that 
is an indication that there is leakage and that you must look closer. 

COMMENTt I was interested in what was said about use of nuclei counters 
in testing filters. This surely must be a function of the particle size of the 
aerosol you are using. Have you ever used a micron DOP smoke? I think you are 
still working on this. It certainly works on things wettable, such as polystyrene. 
If it does work with DOP, I think the results must be the same. 

HAPO PANELIST: They may or may not be the same, but I agree with you 100% 
that more work is needed on this particular point. If it has not been explored, 
it should be. 

The way we performed this particular test was to feed in the aerosol a 
considerable distance upstream from the filter bank, probably 180 feet. Assuming 
we obtained good mixing by the time the leak in our contamination concentration 
arrived at the filter bank, we sampled about 100 feet or so downstream from the 
bank. There is a relationship, I am sure, between the nuclei size, which can 
vary upwards from 0.001 microns to some substantially larger figure. I am sure 
it has some effect on penetration. 

HAPO PANEI.IST: Were the Navy filters tested standard filters w:l.th rubber 
cement, or were they the glass-pack type? 

NRL PANELISTt We actually did both to evaluate the standard construction, 
and to a degree the effect of the glass packing. In both cases, vibration was 
not the problem. The shock treatment was severeJ in fact, it tended to blow 
the filter elements right out of the case. I was quite interested in the way 
the filters actually were damaged. I think it w:tll be our conclusion that the 
only answer to making a filter of the type acceptable for the environments which 
we are considering would be to decrease the span} that is, to utilize perhaps a 
1 x 1 filter and to improve the shock isolation techniques of installing the 
filter in the housing. 

QUESTION: In what direction was the shock compared to the orientation 
of the filter? 

NRL PANELIST: AntuaJly it was at an askew angle, so that the filter was 
held in a position to achieve a certain intensity of blow calculated from each 
of the three directions following standard methods that have been developed over 
the last twenty-five years. 

HAPO PANELISTt Did you find any appreciable difference or increase in the 
deterioration of the middle frame? 

NRL PANELIST: No. Actually the range in which the filters failed were for 
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approximately the same severity of blow for all types of filters evaluated. 

COMMENT: J am particularly interested in any techniques for large 
hank DOP testinr or solid particle testinri: of particular filters when activated 
carbon beds are instaJled downstream from such filters. What is the method of 
downstream sampl in17? Should it be upstream or downstream of the carbon filters? 
With regard to Dr. Silverman's point, when a liquid aerosol may be used, does 
anyone recognize the possibiU ty that penetration of a liquid aerosol through 
the particular filter may be trapped on the carbon filter, and thus not give 
an indication of penetration by sampling made downstream of the carbon filter 
bank? 

HASL PANELIST: I would like to make a few remarks on this question of 
liquid versus solid aerosols for testing. It is my belief that if you run short 
tests on the order of, say one-half to two minutes, and you have small particles 
of under 1 micron, it won't make the slightest bit of difference in the penetra
tion values you get, assuming, of course, that the particJes have the same den
sity. It seems to be just a matter of which is the most convenient and easiest 
test to use; there shouldn 1 t be any difference in the penetration. I cannot see 
any theoretical reason why there would be the slightest difference in penetration 
of a 1 iquid and solid aerosol of the same density, provided the particles are 
small enough not to blow off the filter. So I think it 1 s a matter of convenience. 

Carbon beds are very inefficient on particles, particularly the larger 
ones. There will probably be some removal by the carbon. It would probably be 
best to sample upstream from the carbon, but I don't think there would be a big 
difference. 

HAPO PANELIST: We ran some of the nuclei counting tests on filter bank 
eva1uation. Our particular case was a bank of about 100,000 cf'm filters backed 
up by the charcoal bank a few feet downstream, which would make detecting pene
trat1-on particularly difficu1 t if the samples were taken between the banks. We 
went downstream about 100 feet, but we have to go about the final analysis in 
a round-about way. We were able to determine what the holdup was in the charcoal 
bed to make a correction for that. In this particular case we had a rather com
mon commercial charcoal filter in use, and estimated our particle size about 
J.J07 microns. With that particular condition we had a penetration or an effi
ciency of about 2h% or 25% in the c:harcoal bed. We just assumed this as a 
correction factor and determined what the absolute filter bank was doing from 
that. It is not accurate, but it was the best we cou1d do. 

SRP PANELIST: I would think that with a well-installed absolute filter, 
a rather high-efficiency bed, that the penetration of the DOP into the charcoal 
would be relatively minor. 

ORNL PANELIST: This, I th1-nk, is true. We had several systems that had 
charcoal either following or ahead of the filters, and we found that it makes 
no difference, As a matter of fact, on a small system we ran a duct test, and 
without our knowledge the charcoal filter had been substituted for the partic
ulate filter and we were surprised to find the efficiency at zero. 

HASL PANELIST: I would Jike to make a few remarks about deficiency of 
carbon beds for taking out particles. Everybody knows that if the particles 
are the size of gas molecules, there is essentiaJly 100% effic1-ency. That is 
because of the high diffusion rate of gas molecules; this is a mechanism that 
gets particles over to the surface of the carbon where they can be absorbed. 
S() we can expect sma11 sized particles, such as .007 micron, are going to dif
fuse and we can expect some deficiency, probably something like this. If we 
use .007 micron, we might get 25% removed. Now if we use .07, a few per cent 
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removed; and, larger than that practica11y nothing unti1 the particles are so 
big they begin to impact on the carbon. Then the carbon acts Uke a fUter. 
For very small particles in the Angstrom Unit, we can expect efficiency from a 
carbon bed, but certainly not for particles as large as OOP. If I wanted to 
worry about this, I would worry about the DOP vapor using up some of the sites 
on the carbon. 

ORNL PANELIST: Another thing that we need to consider is sampling location 
in an in-place DOP test, and what kind of roughing filters are installed. Fre
quently we find that the roughing filters are efficient enough to cause an ap
preciable drop in concentration before the aerosol gets to the high-efficiency 
particulate filters. 

COMMENT: I would like to ask for some definitions of pinholes. Mr. 
Thomas' paper yesterday described a leak of 1 cf'm at 1,000 cfm for total filter 
capacity. In doing a little simple arithmetic and accepting his premise that 
this was turbulent flow through the hole, using a Reynolds Number of S,ooo, it 
turns out that this pinhole is about l" in diameter. What kind of pins were you 
using? 

HASL PANELIST: That was a hypothetical example; the pressure drop across 
the pinhole is a square root function and the rest was lineal. The biggest 
pinholes we made were about t mm in diameter. That does not represent any ex
perimental results; I hope we got the point across, but that is all we intended 
to do. 

COMMENT: This is my point exactly. I think you~ analysis is not 
completely accurate on the basis of your premise, because if we had two pinholes 
perhaps a few thousandths of an inch in diameter, and we have the equivalent of 
a %" hole, we would end up with about 30,000 pinho1es, or something on that 
order. At that point, we no longer can be sure that we have turbulent flow. 
We will have, in effect, capillary openings and we would expect to get streamline 
f1 ow through such openings, just as we do throngh the paper. And if this is so, 
I would then expect it to be 1: l wl th the filter material. 

HASL COMMENT: I don't agree with you. Maybe I don't know my fluid mechanics; 
but, if we have a capillary tube, we will have pressure drop through the body of 
the capillary and pressure drop at the ends. But whether we have turbulent flow 
or not, we still have the square root relationship at the end of a capillary tube. 
It doesn't matter whether it's streamline or turbulent flow, the pressure drop is 
the square root of function. 

COMMENT: If you are thinkin~ of t:ie streamline flow as being the 
Reynolds Number around the individual fiber, as you do in a very porous bed, 
when you get into porosities of 98% or 99%, thls gives you quite a different 
situation. Some analyses of work on fibers with cross-flow seem to confirm 
the fact that with a fairly dense packing of 20% or 30%, we get truly streamline 
flow throur,h the filter, and it behaves as a series of parallels, pipes of cap
illaries. 

HAST~ COMMENT: I wil] ap:rec .that if a pinho]e is sma11 enou£h it wouJd not 
act like the pinholes I am describing. I guess I 11] have to say that my paper 
app1 ies to pinhoJ es that are not of micr0scopi c size. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: On this question, we have put pinhoJes in our filters; and, 
beJieve it or not, we used pins to put them in. So I f'"Uess we can ca1J them 
pinhoJes. But this is neither here nor there. We ran the particulate l'iJter 
over a range of flow, took the effichmcy versus fJow, and it does fit what you 
"Wou]d expect with laminar fl ow to the papn· f:nd turbulent flow through the hoJ e. 
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Whether this was a coincjdence or not, I won't say; but the data consjstently 
repeats itself. 

COMMENT: I don't doubt the observations which you and many other 
peopJe have made. This is not the issue. It is the explanation for the phe
nomenon that I'm calling for. One reference Mr. Thomas did not quote in his 
paper was some work that was done by Smith and his coworkers at A. B. Little 
severa1 years ago, in which bond paper was used; they were quite surprised to 
find that a pinhole through a piece of impervious paper would take out something 
like 35% of the atmospheric dust. This is a true removal phenomenon, and, 
because of the flow rates they were using, it generated a great deaJ of turbu
lence at the entranCE:• to the pinhole. This turbulence, in effect, centrifuged 
the particles to the outside of the hole, and after some time, a ring of dirt 
could be observed around the pinhole. This suggests a different type of action 
than the one we have been talking about. 

PANEL CHAIRMANs Before we continue with the questions, there are a few 
points that haven't been brought up that I think are important. I would like 
to ask a series of four questions just to bring out these points. The questions 
I have are theses 

1. Is in-place testing difficult? 

2. How much does it cost to get into the business? 

3. How many in-p1ace tests are conducted a year at ORNL? 

4. How long does it take to learn the technique so that it can be 
applied effective1y and efficiently? 

ORNL PANELIST: In answer to your fi.rst question, in-place testing is not 
difficult; it is a very simple procedure. 

To answer the fourth question, I would say that with one or two days of 
practice someone wou1d be competent to run in-place tests employing the tech
nique used at ORNL. 

To answer the second question, I think the necessary instrumentation and 
generating equipment could be obtained between $1,000 and $2,500, depending on 
the size and number of instalJations that had to be tested. The difference in 
cost, of course, is in the generating equipment. 

At ORNL the number of in-place tests conducted in a year would be approx
imately 1,000; probably a.few more. We have made a few improvements in the last 
few months that will enable us to test faster. Ordinarily, four people comprlse 
the in-place testing crews. 

SRP PANELIST: The difficulty wtth the testing depends on where you are 
testing. If you are SO feet up on top of a building, in a 40-ft. aluminum 
housing with 4-ft. innerspacings, it can be a problem; and, if you are using 
building air to pul1 through the filters, don't do it in February. 

ORNL PANELIST: Perhaps I misunderstood the question, but the difficulty 
was with the technique. You are absolutely right about the difficulty of testing 
certain systems. Sometimes it is tremendously difficult. Large temporary ducts 
may have to be constructed in order to introduce aeroso] in order to get well
rnixed representative samples upstream of the filters; occasionally it is nec
essary to add to the downstream duct in order to get a representative downstream 
sample. The availability of compressed air in suffi.cient quantities is another 
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problem. Occasionally, we need to employ a construction type compressor with 
high output capacity and use tbe entire output on the larger systems, 

QUESTIONt 
available? 

Is the equipment for conductinv these tests commerciaJ1y 

ORNL PANELISTt The equipment is commerciaJly available. The instruments 
we use were developed by the Naval Research Laboratory. They are being manu
factured by more than one manufacturer. Generating equipnent is availahle, too. 
I don •t believe there were any generators commercially available at the time we 
needed ours, so we built our own, using recommendations of NRL. 

QUESTION: What per cent of flow is needed to get an optimum DOP test; 
that is, how slow can you go and not get into problems of pinhoJe effect, et 
cetera? 

PANEI, CHAIRMAN t The pinhole effect probably must a1ways be present to some 
extent, and in many cases there is an advantage in testing a system at less than 
rated capacity because it does magnify the pinhole effect. On the other hand, 
I would not make it a general rule that it is desirable to test alJ systems at 
less than rated flow, because I can think of filters mounted on the downstream 
side of the filter frame, so that as you increase the flow, there is an unseating 
tendency which might produce gasket leakage. Therefore, my recommendation would 
be to test the rated flow to take care of the possibility of unseating tne gaskets 
if they are mounted so they can be unseated, and also test at less than ra~ed 
flow. I think this would take care of both comp1ications. 

QUESTIONt Has anyone made an attempt to determine where and why these 
filters fail, and has any attempt ever been made to repair them? 

NHL PANELISTS The answer i.s yes to both questions. What we have done many 
times is to tear the filters down. After looking for the source of the leak, 
we can dismantle a filter and find out the source; usuaJly it's a hole. It is 
also true that we have repaired filters many times where the leak is obviously 
around the seal or where the end flap may have slipped. We have actualJy re
paired filters; we don't recommend it as a matter of course. 

SRP PANEIJST s We find a lot of defective filters in our systems, pri.marily 
due to instaJ.Jation damage. If they were not too hot, radioactively speaking, 
we let them cool a bit and sent them back to the manufacturer. We di.ct successfully 
repair these, by the way, in the past, and we then put them back in service at a 
very nominal cost. 

PANEL CHAIW.ANt On Tour B and Tour E, you wilJ see the filter testing equip-
ment in operation. As a part of the tour we plan to conduct an actual in-place 
test on a small system. What wilJ be shown in that smaJl in-place test is 
representative of tests on systems up to 100,000 to 200,000 cfm. 

If you have high-efficiency fi.lters and if you need high-efficiency filters, 
you need the i~ situ tests. 

In conclusion, we have considered alJ the questions that were submitted; 
they have either been answered by a panel question, or they were answered Ly 
the questions coming from the floor. I wi.11 a1so be free for most of the rest 
of this day, and tomorrow at the in-place test and the test at the rig. If you 
would like to see something that we haven't p1anned please ask, and we w111 try 
to demonstrate. 

I would like to thank the panelists for their participation. 
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PANEL B - ROUND TABLE SESSION 
Thursday Morning, 24 October 1963 

SPECIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE, AND MONITORING OF FILTERS 

PANEL CHAIRMANS We feel that Panel B, Specifications, Maintenance and Mon-
itoring of Filters, wiJl glve you as much activity as did the last one, and that 
the information we bring yon, of course, wi.11 be within the topic shown on the 
program. 

Members of the panel aret 

Humphrey Gilbert, USAEC, Chairman 
Leonard Horn, UL 
R. Mitchell, BMI 
J. L. Murrow, LRL (Livermore) 
S. E. Smith, UKAEA 

Mr. Smith has already talked to you. He needs no further introduction. 
However, probably this should be supplemented a little bit. Some time ago, I 
contacted two friends in Great Britain and said, 11 You know my interest in the 
filtration business. For the 8th Air Cleaning meeting whom do you recommend 
that I contact in UKAEA?" And both of them, unhesitatlngly, said, 11 3. E. Smith, 
of Aldermaston • 11 

Mr. Smith, in addition to being senior member of the staff of the Atomic 
Weapons Research Establishment at Aldermaaton, has been on the BSI Committee 
for Standardization, or I might say, for Re-Standardization, of the methylene
blue test, and he is also on the Committee for the Sodium Chloride teat, with 
Mr. Dorman. Mr. Smith, as a panel member, will assure that we have the view
point of our fellow-workere on the other side of the Atlantlc, to see if we 
really have advanced as we think we have. 

Mr. J. L. Murrow is an industrial hygiene engineer with the I.awrence 
Radiation Laboratory. He has been engaged in the fire penetration study of 
niters, and while at Berkeley, was inetrumental in developing a criticnlity
safe local exhaust system for machining fissile material. He made his fire
penetration studies in June of this year and this wt11 be the topic of his 
discussion. 

Mr. Leonard Horn is Associate Managing Engineer of the Electrical Depart
ment of Underwriters• Laboratory. Some few years ago he went to the reactor 
school at Argonne Nationa1 Laboratory due, primarily, to hie interest in atomic 
energy. He is quite a frequent face around the Atomic Energy Commission in 
Washington, and whether he has the tttle officially, or unofficially, he is 
looked at as a liaison engineer with Underwriters. At 1eaat all the AEC people, 
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when they have fire-protection problems, immediately search out Mr. Horn. Mr. 
Horn, of course, has been busi1y engaged in developing a Standard for fire tests 
of filters covering routine surveillance of manufactured items, which is con
sistent with the little, familiar UL label I am sure you have ~Arin. 

Mr. Ralph Mitchell is from Battelle Mrimorial Institute, where he has been 
located about 12 years in the Environmental Mechanics Research Group. He has 
investi1:rnted filter ventUation for one of the larger fi1ter companies in the 
country, and in addition, he has investigated cigarette filter design. Con
sistent with this, he has also done lung retention studies for the tobacco 
industry. 

Mr. Mitchell has been the chief investigator on a year-lonr project to 
develop a small-system, qnalitative, in-place test, and we would 1ike Mr. 
Mitchell to tell you about that now. 

BMI PANEIJST: I will try to describe the program which has been going on 
at Battelle in developing more or less an economical system for in-place filter 
testing of small filters and some of the strange findings that have evolved out 
of this prorrram. 

The system we are using, more or less, consists of a conventional aerosol 
package. We have a highly-fluorescent, oil-soluble tracer dissolved in Freon, 
and most of our tests have been with Freon-12 to obtain high pressure. We 
varied the particle size of the aerosol, which was produced by varying the con
centration of the dye in the package, the pressure of the propellent, and es
sentially orifice diameter. 

We evaluated a few materials as far as compatibility, plugging of the 
orifice, and what not, and we overcame these difficulties} we looked into the 
toxicology of the situation, and finally more or less settled on a package 
which we thought was suitable for filter evaluation. 

We began penetrat1on tests with ftlters which were supplied to us, and 
found in the initial tests we could get reproducibility. The penetration values 
obtained were quite a bit less than what we might expect. The filter was much 
more efficient wlth these materials. To check this, we reviewed the particle 
size of the solid aerosol particles. Now these particles which we produced are 
solid dye particles, completely solid, because essentially the only solvent we 
have is the Freon-12, and maybe a little co-solvent to prevent flashing at the 
orifice. So we end up wi.th a solid dry aerosol particle, which is non-hydro
scopic. We generated some aerosols, dibutylphthalate, and found particularly 
a quarter higher magnitude of penetration with essentially the same filters. 

As we began running more tests on these filters, we had a fairly limited 
number of filters to evaluate, and there was no real good source of getting a 
large number of filters. We found as we ran our tests our penetration values 
went up. This is the same thing that Mr. Modrow was reporting on yesterday. 
This concerned us quite a bit, because we knew essentially our source strength 
was disseminating an aerosol of a known concentration, and we kept picking up 
more material on the downstream side of our filter. We are evaluating our 
penetration by generating a known concentration of aerosol, sampling upstream, 
though we didn 1t have to, because we always put up a known amount of the tracer. 
We sampled the downstream side of the filter and most of our tests, what we are 
using at the present time, is a high-volume sampler, with the Hurlbut all-glass 
filter paper in it, which produces the volume sampling rate of the high-volume 
sampler at about 14-~ cubic feet per minute. 
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When we ber.an the investip:ation we thought maybe the material was coming. 
off the duct itself, because in other programs we had run other tracer studies 
in this duct, Wf~ coated our duct wa1Js with plastic materials. It didn 1 t help 
the si tuat·i on any. 

Then we looked at the filter itself, and it was getting pretty hot on the 
downstream side of it. After that we thought maybe the material itself, the 
dye, mip:ht be causing some chemical reaction with the filter material, so we 
sent some of these filters to Oak Ridge to have them evaluated. They checked 
on DOP, and then we bep:an a study to find 011t what was causing this phenomena, 
and found we were getting unloading with this load of about 2-~ grams of the 
dye deposited on a standard 1,000 cfm filter. 

The first slide was made with UV light, and it shows a deposition on the 
upstream side. In this case we cut a section out of the filter and opened it 
up at the middle, at one of the folds. The absence of color locates the sepa
rators in back of the filter. The yellow is the fluorescent dye which we were 
generating. The second slide is the reverse side of this filter showing that 
the ye1low dye is migrating through the filter media. In looking at this filter 
we saw little hot spots, and tried to make a filter media concentration profile, 
cutting it with microtome. We found that all the mounting media 1.tself would 
dissolve the filter, and therefore could not get a concentration profileJ we 
were hop1.ng to be able to get a color picture. 

The third slide shows a cross-section of the filter paper at one of these 
hot spots. This essentially 1.ndicates the variation in thickness of the filter 
media itself, and we got quite a step function. We have another slide of another 
hot spot showinp; just a regu1ar crater effect. The fi1ter thickness at this hot 
spot is rouf'hly a factor or two dlfference. 

This is as far as we have gone with this program in trying to find out why 
the filters are unloading. A.t the present t1.me, we are runn1.ng some tests w1.th 
boron oxide fumes. We have collected the material downstream, but we haven't 
anaJ.yzed it as yet. 

As far as our in-place f1.lter testing, we have incorporated some 
dibutylphthalate 1.n our package, so we are ending up essentia1ly with a slurry, 
or you might say, with a particle which is liquid; it is essentially a s1urry. 
In effect we have the dye, which is not soluble, and the d:l_butylphthalate in 
that it is in suspension, and we have run quite a few preliminary tests with 
this, showing we can get very good, high penetration values much different than 
if we didn't have the dibutylphthaJate. 

UL PANEUST: In 1958, Mr. Humphrey Gilbert of the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission Industrial Safety and Fire Protection Branch requested that Under
writers 1 Laboratories, Inc. give consideration to the development of require
ments covering the testing and listing of high efficiency air filter units 
commonly employed in the ventilation and air filtering systems of atomic energy 
installations. At that time several of the component materials used in the 
construction of filter units were quite combustible and serious fires had oc
curred in filter banks. The development of units with better resistance to 
heated air and fire seemed highly desirable and Mr. Gilbert suggested that the 
experience and "know-how" of the Laboratories in the general field of fire 
protection would be useful in carrying out such a project. In addition, con
s1.derable trouble was being experienced wlth regard to perforatlon of the filter 
media prior to insta1lation of the filter un1. t in the protected premise and it 
was felt that the laboratories field inspection staff could make a real contri
bution to the quality of these units as they are shipped from the1.r manufacturer's 
plants. We agreed to undertake thls work and since J958, we have been struggling 
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with the problem of establishing standard test methods which would assure im
proved resistance to the effects of fire in venti1ating systems. Mr. Gilbert 
has sugp:ested that the status of our work be reported to you today. 

Following meetings with fi1 ter unit manufacturers, personnel from the 
AEC, the Edgewood Arsenal and the Nava] Research Laboratory a First Edition 
Standard UL )86 was released dated September, 19)9. The subsequent testing of 
commercial production samples of filter units in general use soon indicated 
that the performance levels which had been recommended by the Advisory Group 
were unduly high and apparently could not be attained by the designs and con
structions of units then in production. Since that time much experimental test 
work has been carried out and one revision of our Standard dated October, 1962 
has been circu1ated for review. Comments received, plus further testing with 
improved apparatus, has resu1ted in a second revision proposal which is now in 
the mail. A number of tests upon several samples of filter uni ts in current 
production gives us a fair degree of assurance that units being currently 
supplied to your faci1ities will meet these latest requirements which in our 
opinion establish a reasonable safety performance level for units snbjected to 
occasional or accidental operation under conditions of fire, heated air, mois
ture, cold and loading. It should be emphasized that this Standard contains 
a minimum of construction specifications and comprises, in the main, a series 
of tests and desired results to establish reasonable performance under the 
conditions which have been mentioned. Thus, any construction which meets the 
desired test performance stated in the Standard is acceptable and is eligible 
for the laboratories' Label. Also, these requirements are minimum requirements, 
since the above-Standard performance of any construction is certainly desirable 
and is likewise eligible for labeling. 

I have neither the time nor the desire to bore you with a long discussion 
of the details of our Standard, the developmental history of each test, etc. 
Instead, I will mere]y mention that our current proposal makes use of the fol
lowing five tests - Heated Air Test, Moist Air Test, Low Temperature Test, Spot 
Flame Test, and Loading Test. The common feature of most of these tests is the 
measurement of filter unit penetration before and after each test, employing a 
dioctyl pthalate (DOP) generator, a forward light scattering photometer and 
electronic percent penetration indicator identical to the portable units which 
are currently being employed at AEC installations for in-place filter system 
testing. Limits are specified for percent of DOP penetration after each teat. 

To save time, let us proceed directly to a series of slides which illus
trate the test equipment. Test details will be given with each slide. 

Slide No. 1 shows an over-all view of the test duct employed for the DOP 
Penetration, Heated Air, Spot Flame, and I,oading Tests. The duct is approxi
mately 27 by 27 in. in cross section and 15-~ ft long, with a constant-speed 
blower supplying air to the upstream end of the duct. The air supply is metered 
by a venturi-f1ow meter and the b]ower is provided with an adjustab]e air intake 
opentng. 

Slide No. 2 is an over-all view of the upstream test apparatus, showing 
the percent of DOP indicator equipment, DOP generator, the venturi-flow meter, 
and the blower. 

Slide No. J shows the interior of the test duct set up for the Heated 
Air Test, with the filter unit and the flame arrester removed. Atr in the 
upstream section of the duct is heated rapidly by several gas flames and the 
duct is provided with a transite barrier to provide reasonably uniform tem
peratures across the filter unit face. The test consists of 5 min operation 
with the air heated to 700 plus or minus )0 F. Our current Standard proposal 
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Jimits percent of l~P penetration to 3 percent followinr this test. 

SJide Nos. 4, S, and 6 are photographs taken durinp Heated Air Tests. 
Ind.dentally, Mr. Gi lbPrt is not an employee of UnrlPrwri ters 1 Laboratories, 
Inc. 

Slide No. 7 illustrates the arrangement used in conducting a Srot Flame 
Test. This test attempts to simulate the impingement of burning particles, 
such as small pieces of flaminp pyrophoric metal, upon the upstream face of 
the filter unit. The flame is produced by a Runsen burner adjusted to a blue 
cone tip temperature of 17 50 plus or mi nus 50 F. The f] ame is applied for 5 
min with the blue cone touchinr, the surface of the filter unit. One test is 
conducted with the flame applied to a top corner of the filter unit in such a 
manner that the tip of the blue cone contacts the frame, filter pack and sealing 
materials. The test is also conducted at three points across the filter face. 
Inasmuch as the temperatures are sufficient to melt fiberplas filter media, no 
DOP penetration test requirement is applied following the Spot r'Jame Test, the 
sole criteria beinr the requirement that after removal of the test flame, there 
sh al 1 be no sustained flami.np; on the downstream face of the filter unit. 

No photor,raphs are available of the Moist Air, Low Temperature, or 
Loading Tests. The Moist Air Test consists of subjectinp a filter unit sample 
for a period of 24 hr to a statlc atmosphere having a relative humidity of 90 
plus or mi nus 5 percent at a normal room temperature of 77 F. In the Low Tem
perature Test a sample is placed in a static atmosphere at 27 plus or minus 3 F 
for a period of 2l1 hr and in each of these tests it is required that there be 
no change in the percent of DOP penetration measurements made before and after 
the Moist Air and Low Temperature exposures. 

In the Loadinp Test, extreme loading of the filter unit is simulated by 
completely covering the upstream face of a test sample with a single layer of 
heavy kraft paper. The unit is then placed in the test duct and the blower 
equipment adjusted to provide a pressure differentia1 of 10 in. water column 
across the fiJter unit. This differential is maintained for 5 min. As in the 
preceding two tests, it is proposed that there be no change in percent DOP 
penetration measurements made on the test sample before and after the Loading 
Test. 

The final series of slides are photographs of samples subjected to the 
tests which have been described. 

Slide No. 8 is a photor,raph of the upstream face of a sample subjected to 
the Heated Air Test. Its percent of DOP penetration before test was measured 
to be 0.008 and its penetration after test was measured to be 0.042. 

Slide No. 9 is a second sample subjected to this same test. Its percent 
of OOP penetration before test was measured to be 0.002 and after the test the 
penetration was measured to be 0.28. You will note that a smalJ hole appears 
to be me1ted in the media and separator close to the hottom ed~e of the unit 
where maximum heated air temperatures occurred. You will recall that our 
present proposaJ for percent of DOP penetration following this test is J,0, 

Slide No. 10 shows a unit subjected to the Low Temperature Test and slide 
No. Jl is a sampJe suhjected to the Moist Air Test. In both cases, there was 
no changP in percent of DOP penetration measurements made before and after the 
tests. 

SJ :I de No. 12 shows the upstream face of a unit subjected to the Spot Flame 
Test while slide Nos. lJ and 14 are close-ups of those areas which suffered the 
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greatest destruction during the teat. It was noted that no burning, scorching, 
or disco1orati on of the downstream face of this filter unit. occnrred and re
viewing the sample from this face, no evidence of the Spot Flame Test can be 
detected. 

As I have mentioned, a draft of our latest proposal :ls now in the mail 
and we anticipate final action on the proposal in the very near future. As 
compared with our present requirements the proposal represents a reduction in 
the severity of our test. pror:ram and we do not anticipate too many objections. 
As I have mentioned, and as can be seen from the slide ilJustrations, repre
sentative production samples of fiHer uni ts now being supplied to your facil
ities appear t.o comply with our current proposaJ and if these requirements are 
adopted it is expected that high efficiency air filter units beartng our Label 
will be avatlahle in the near future. 

LRL PANELISTt This work was an effort to carry on from that which Mr. 
Palmer did at Hanford several years ago. As nobody else took up the work, 
Mr. Gilbert asked me if I would perform tests on some filters that, had been 
developed in the meantime. I was able to have some sheetrnetaJ work done of
ficialJyJ we assembled equipment that we hoped would work for a test similar 
to Mr. Palmer 1 s. 

However, when we were ready to teat the filters Mr. Gilbert felt that 
the testing at elevated temperatures was more important than testing for fire 
intrusion, sb the tests were conducted with equipment that wasn't exactly 
destgned for the kind of test that we tried to make. We are hoping that future 
tests after modifications to the equipnent wil J be more precise and reproducible. 

However, I do feel that we did gain some information from the aeries of 
tests last June, and are looking forward to continuing the tests at elevated 
temperatures in the future. 

I have a few slides that show the equipment and the result on one kind 
of filter. The first is a d:l.agram of the equipment. On the far Jeft ie the 
housing to hold the filters without a posltive clamping device, but the filters 
are set in against a bearing surface for the gaskets. The five !'(as-fired 
burners can be adjusted for flow and temperature; any one or all can be used 
at a time. 

We can use up to 24 thermocouples as required and record on a strip-chart 
recorder. The other parts aret viewing portsJ Pitot Tube to indicate the flow 
rate; a elide valve to adjust the flow rate; and, a Lamb-type air mover to 
provide auction for the system. The eductor eliminated the problem of high
temperature gas going through a centrifugal bJ ower. 

The next sUde is a close-up of the apparatus, ehowing the burners and 
their positioning. The left side of the system has been removed to show the 
filter in position. The track that holds the burner on the left side is 
missing, so the burner assembly must be he1d in place. The marks on the side 
wall are placed to give us a reproducible position of the burners from the 
face of the filter. 

The next slide shows one of the filters tested. This was a special filter 
with the frame made of 11Novaply, 11 a chip-board material. Otherwise, it ia pretty 
much of a standard filter, with a rubber cement, glass-fiber filter medi.um, and 
aluminum separators. 

After the test was over and the DOP tests had been run on the filter we 
cut it up, and took a close-up photograph. This is on the upstream side, 
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showing some charring of the frame materiaJ at the upstream side, and some 
surface charrine of the rubber adhesive, but the adhesive was still in pretty 
good shape. You could tear the filter media or aluminum separators before you 
couJ d loosen them from the frame. This indicates that the sea] was stilJ es
sentiaJ ly intact. 

The next slide is the downstream face of the filter, 180° from the Jast 
slide, showing that the gasket material, the filter media, and the adhesive 
were aJl in good condition. 

The next slide is a trace of the various temperature points. The one on 
the far left indicates the downstream totaJ air temperature after dilution. 
The thermocouple was placed downstream almost to the air mover. The three on 
the far right were at the top of the filter, on the face towards the burner. 
The next two were on the face of the filter about half way down. And the one 
at the bottom of the filter was on the side toward the burners. The horizontaJ 
lines are increments of JO seconds, indicating that the filter test was something 
in the order of five to six minutes. The lines are a little erratic and we do 
not feel that they indicate a good, reproducible type of test. We hope to im
prove these in the future and continue with the tests for evaJ uation of other 
fiJters. 

Severa] other fiJ ters were tested in a similar manner. Most of them held 
up welJ, some perhaps a bit better; some a little worse. 

An additional benefit from the test was for our Fire Department members 
of which observed and participated in some demonstrations. We first used an 
old CWS type fiJter, one with cellulose-asbestos filter medium and kraft-paper 
separators, and fired it. After taking the burners away, it. continued to burn 
quite rapidly. The Fire Department had an opportunity to try to put it out. 
They used powder, C02, foam, and portable water type extinguishers. The only 
suitable way to extinguish the fire was to take the filter out of the system, 
tear it apart with an ax, and douse it with a bucketl 

We then put in one of the newer style fiJters with a retardent-treated 
plywood frame, newer adhesives, asbestos separators, and glass-asbestos filter 
medium. It was fired in the same manner. After removing the flame it was 
completely se] f e:xtinfui shing in a few moments. The Fi re Department is happy 
that the fiJters installed at LRL are of the new type I 

UKAEA PANEIJSTt Rather than commenting on the presentations, just now, I 
would prefer to say a few words about the UK approach to the problems of filter 
designs, specification, maintenance and so on. I think we have in some respects 
a rather different philosophy of approach to the use of filters and their de
sign. We have been talking about the wooden-framed 1 1 000 cfm type filters. 
We would regard these in many cases as inserts for use in cases. The first 
thing I think I wouJd like to say is that we don't use extensively, at aJl, 
any filters other than metal-framed filters. That is to say, the insert is 
contained in a meta], rectangular frame, and the whole of the construction, 
other than the paper and the cement, is of metal construction. 

There are sJight differences to the design in detail. One particular one, 
I think, that would be worth mentioning, if you can remember the last slide that 
the UL Panelist showed, was a detail of the folded materia] with the corrugated 
spaces between. In our designs we have a rounded, beaded edge along the front 
of the corrugated spacer where it is in contact with the paper. I suggest that 
this might be one of the locations where you get pinholes occurring. 
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In usinv, what we calJ non-combustibJe meta] fi1ters there are differences 
in our installation phiJQsophy. In some cases they are used in what I call 
walJ frame construction, which is common over here, but in Qther cases we tend 
to use inserts put into canisters. There are two ways of doing this, or three 
ways altogether. One is to put the insert into a case and sea] one of the 
leading edges into a frame inside the case. The cases are metal, and they have 
conical ends. This is to say that the residua] sealing problem, when installed, 
is simply that of making a sea] in a circular section duct. I know this con
struction is more expensive than the simple, rectangular frame. These units 
can be of a type in which the whole canister with the contained filter is 
thrown away after its period of use. In another form the insert is capable of 
being taken out of the canister and the canister is re-used, with a new insert. 
With the third method there are end pieces which reduce the square section to 
a circular section clamped to each side of the insert, upstream and downstream. 

We haw: been evolving specifications to cover the supply, manufacture, 
design and testing of these units. In fact, at the moment, we have specifica
tions to which manufacturers are expected to supply inserts both 1,000 cfin 
inserts and the 200 cfm size. 

The specifications i.ncludet dimensional tolerances of the casesJ the 
type of design for sealing either into the canister or into the frameworkJ 
the penetration and the pressure drop; the maximum mechanical strength across 
the unitJ temperature resistance; the amount of filtering area usedJ the type 
of spacers and their design; the general construction, material and rigidity 
of the frame, particularly the flange faces; and, the cement which is used. 
Separate specifications cover the paper and gasket to be used. By that I mean 
the gasket by which the insert is sealed into the frame or canister, not that 
between the paper and the frame. These spedfications cover both the throw
away type of unit and the replaceable types of unit. 

We have codes of practice which are, to some extent, still in the course 
of developmentJ the codes include the canisters I referred to of both repJace
ment and throw-away types and for the end pleces which are used in some cases. 
We are hoping in the not-too-distant future to develop and to apply a similar 
type of specification for pre-filters to be used in conjunction with the high
efficiency uni ts. 

I would like to add that we distingulsh, in the testing of these units, 
between proof tests which are used to test each unit, and type tests which 
are not done on each unit, but are done in order to satisfy one's self about 
the particular supplier. 

As far as maintenance is concerned we feel that one of the advanta~es 
that comes from the use of the canister-type filters, is that unlike the wall 
units it is possible in almost aJJ cases to work with fairJy simple methods 
for breaking flanges wlth a sound technique and a minimum amount of protectlon 
for the operator. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: Thank you; we appreciate the viewpoint of the U. K. Atomic 
Energy Authority on the problems whtch are rather common to us. 

The work that Mr. Horn is doing at Underwriters' Laboratories is pre
requisite to the establishment of a federal quality products listing, or QPL, 
for a military filter specification. When the QPL is established we will 
recommend the new specification for a filter which is MIL-F-5106£l. Thls is 
a specification drawn together out of the experience of the U. S. Navy, the 
U. S. Army, and ourselves, and some research work done by Arthur D. Little 
over the period of the last three years. 
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There are four hasic differences between the one which you know as the 
AEC Hea1th and Safety No. 120 specification and, briefly, these are theyt 
Filter efficiency wHJ be 99.97 instead of 99.95 percent. In other words, 
penetration will be reduceci to O.OJ from 0.05 percent. The a] lowabJe reslstance 
for a new filter wi 11 be 1. 0 11 water range, compared to 0. 9 11

• we have been 
using J .0 11 for the past two years because of the inslstence on rreater tensile 
strenrth i.n the media, and on water-proofing, wh1.ch have their effect on 
resistance. Thirdly, the new specif1cat1on will require that the filter be 
tested at 1JO% and 20% rated flow, and this is in deference to those in
stallations using a 1,000 cfm filter at JOO cfuq the pinhole effect, large or 
smalJ, wi1J probably be significant. Finally, filters with a face size 
24" x 24 11 will be equipped with a l/Lr" mesh hardware cloth protective screen 
over both faces. This is a damage-prevention measure. In the tests run at 
Underwriters' Laboratorles, it has proved also to have just a a little bit 
of effect as a fire-screen. 

Here is a smal1 demonstration unit made up to the specifications of 
MIL-F-51068, and you appreciate that it has the hardware cloth face on it. 
This would not be required on those units which are less than 24 11 because 
damage experience does not show the need on units which are 12" x 12 11 and 
such smaller sizes. 

One item on results on the Quality Assurance Stations at Oak Ridge and 
Hanford. Table I shows percentage of total filter rejections which were given 
to you in 1961 at Brookhaven, for the first half of 1961, and those for the 
first half of 1963. It is rather obvt ous that the improvement has been great 
in the quality being delivered to the program, as reflected by Station tests. 

First 
Semi-Annual Period 

1961 

1963 

TABLE I 

AEC FILTER TEST FACILITY RESULTS 

Percentage of New Filters Rejected, By Cause 
Excess Ri~h Carrier Manufacturing 

Deficiency Penetration Resistance Damage Total 

1.1 

0.1 0.5 0.5 

1.0 

0.2 

14.8 

l.J 

I find that the volume of high-efficiency filters coming into the pro
gram has increased about 6o%, that will be the increase for this year. I do not 
find that the requirement of reactor confinement or containment accounts s'ignifi
cantly for the increase. It seems that more filters are going to the same 
purchasers, which raises a point that has been brought out in the last three 
meetings. "Have you examined your airstream to be sure that you are required 
to use a high-efficiency filter?" This should be done. These are expensive 
filters, and where they are not needed, certainly we would hope they would not 
be used. S0metimes filters of less efficiency might be put in place. 

ciTESTIONr I would like to address a question to the Chairman relative 
to the military specification. One pertains to the gasket thickness. I note UL 
mentions the J/16" gasket. We prefer a thicker gasket because of the variations 
in the surface, in a practical installation, to get a seal. As an example, we 
found that it took a 700-pound 1oad on a 24 11 filter to effect a seal. To over
come this, at least. 1n part, our specifications call for a J/8 11 thick gasket, 
unless otherwtse excepted by the indtvidual speci ficatton. 
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I am curious to know if the specification for intef!rity of the frame will 
be included in this Mi1itary Specification or anythinr: rep:arding the tightness 
or interdty of the frame constructirm itself? 

PANEL CHA HU1AN: Well, the recommended specification on which you purchase 
wmJri be the military specification. The UL Standard would, of course, conform. 

The gasket in UL says "not less than J/lf:, in." I was looking for the 
provision in the Military Specification. I don't find it just now but my im
pression is it is a i" gasket. 

The third amendment to the Military Specification is now under way, which 
has to do with the item you mentioned about frame interrity, particularly at the 
joints. W0 found that the specification was deficient in that it required no 
adhesi.ve completely across t;'le inner face of the frame, as well as the joints; 
but insofar as the frame joint test, there is no provision for it. 

QUESTION: I would like to ask the UL Panelist two questions. When 
will the qualification program be in effect for UL? Second, since most of the 
tests so far have been made on plywood frames, are these tests equally applicable 
to the metal frames? 

UL PANELIST: I wou1d like to be able to say that we can ret labels by 
perhaps January 1, 1964. On the other hand, I have been at this five years and 
I have ]earned to be very cautious about statements. But we do think we are 
milch closer than we ever have been to completing a program and getting labe1s, 
and my guess is if we are lucky it may be on1y a matter of two or three months. 

As far as the plywood and the metal frame tests are concerned, we have 
experimentally tested one unit in a metal frame, but it is the only experience 
we have had with a metal frame. Does that answer your second question? 

COMMENT: Primarily it does, but we do have the problem that a good 
many of our frames will be metal, and we just wanted to know if the tests wil1 
be equaJ 1y app1icable at the time the qua1ification program goes into effect. 

UJ, PANELIST: Yes. As far as we know there is nothing in our Standard 
that says you could not use metal, and I believe it will pass as well as any 
of the other frames. 

QUESTION: I would like to direct this question to the Panel Chairman. 
With respect to this military standard you quoted a specification value for rated 
Dow of a maximum penetration of O.OJ percent. Has a value been set up for 
penetration at the lesser rate of flow? 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: I think that it is in the specifications here. The spec-
ifications were hand1ed by the Specification Group at Edgewood, and were of 
primary concern to the Engineering Group. I would have to check the item in 
the document, the specification, before giving you an answer. 

QUESTION: I noticed, in examining the color slides by both the LRL 
and UL Panelists, that there was a very perceptible difference in the appearance 
of the filter, top to bottom, on the High-Temperature tests, and I noticed, in 
the LRL curves of temperature, that there was approximately a Sooo differential 
between top and bottom. First of all, for temperatures specified at some par
ticular value, is it the intent that the highest temperature recorded on the 
filter will be the one that meets this test? Should an average temperature be 
considered; how will this be arranged? 
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If there is a sinf!le fiJter in a duct, then obviousJy the temperature 
different:\a] which observed is perhaps a fair test, but wouJd it be a fair test 
if there were a bank of filters, perhaps eight or ten high? In that case, the 
very top filter would be subjected to the highest temperature over its entire 
face. What effect wou1d this have on acceptance tests? 

LRL PANELIST: As far as our tests were concerned the equipment was de
signed for fire intrusion. We tried to put tof'"ether a system for checking at 
e1evated temperatures. The equipment, I hope, will be modified so that we can 
eventually p:et fairly uniform temperatures from top to bottom. 

As you observed, in a bank one filter at the top will probably be fairly 
heavily exposed, and the one at the bottom will not be. This is pretty much the 
same as one fi1ter in a test being hot at the top and cold at the bottom. It 
makes li tt1e difference in that respect except that, in the bank of filters, the 
top filter wiJ1 be exposed over its complete periphery instead of just a portion 
of it. 

These tests were not desirned, and never will be designed, for acceptance 
tests} they are only for experimental f:Uters to see how different equipment or 
supplies will work under some given set of conditions. 

UL PANELIST t I would 1ike to say that I agree with the LRL Panelist. At 
least the UL approach is to test a filter as a unit and obviously we cannot be 
concerned too much with how these things operate in a bank. In the test apparatus 
that we have designed, we are attempting to operate at the maximum temperatureJ 
not the average temperature, but the maxi.mum temperature, at 700°1'"., and that is 
why you noticed the filter samples had less of a heated area at the bottom of 
the filter. It is a very tough job in a reasonable filter test duct to get 
uniform spread of heat, and we have been fip:ht1.np, this thing for a long time; 
the pictures yon saw are about the best we have been able to do so far. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN• I would like to augment that. From the tests at tempera-
tures hjgher than the 700°F. where we had penetration through the seal, you 
might say it appeared that the thin veneer layer of pJywood was involved in the 
combustj on at the juncture of the pack. This was one of the reasons that proto
types were tested at Livermore. One of these prototypes was made with 11 Novaply, 11 

which is a trade name, or chip·-boardJ but I guess the generic definition is 
particle board. It appeared, this is not conclusive, we might get more fire 
resistance in the frame, in the wood frame, from fire-resistant treated particle 
board than from the treated AA exterior rrade plywood. This still is under 
exam1nation. The higher temperature at any one point is the one, I believe, 
that Underwriters 1 Laboratories has always construed to be the upper limit of 
the test. 

QUESTIONt I would like to direct this question to the UL Panelist. 
I believe you mentioned setting up some sort of a 3.0 percent penetration limit 
on f1ame intrusion test. What is the baais of this value? 

UL PANELISTt I was afraid someone was going tu ask me that. I think I 
will have to ask the Panel Chairman for his explanation of the basis. As far 
as Underwriters is concerned, we have Jeaned very heavily upon the field ex
perience that you have had in this area, and in trying to evaluate a spot flame 
test it was very evident the filter was going to fail. The temperatures are 
hifh enough to melt a hole in the filter by this method. If this is the Heated 
Air Test that you were talking about, then it is the 700°F. test and it was 
recommended by the AEC that perhaps an efficiency of 97 .o percent would be 
satisfactory. 
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PANEL CHAIRMAN: The tests that have been run at 700°F. show no penetration 
thus far greater than J .o percent. I think our phil0sophy is to Jive with a 
.fire-resistive filter; not fire-proof or non-combustible, because of cost. We 
can do this, but we want the maximum barrier, so we have an arbitrary figure of 
J.O percent penetration through such a filter after a Heated Air Test for five 
minutes at 7000F. 

COMMENTr The experience at the Hanford Filter Testing Station on 
filters that I have seen r,oing through, and others could elaborate on this even 
more, we are getting an increasing number of meta] - frame fi J ters. I would guess 
the figure is now running somewhere between 25 and JO% of the filters coming 
through. Many of them seem to exhibit what appears to be a weakness in the 
frame joint, whjch we certainly have undergone on the plywood frames in the 
past, but the metal ones certainly seem to lack rigidity. These do, however, 
pass the standard IXJP and resistance tests in many cases. We have also had 
some notable failures. 

With this, there has been quite a trend among these metal frames for 
them to be stainless steel, which cost-wise, is a tremendous increase. I would 
like to hear some of our contractors answer why they are buying metal frames and 
why all the stainless steel? 

BNL COMMENTt The main reason we are buying stainless steel frames is the 
problem of waste disposal. We want something we can use again. We take the filter 
media out, clean up the frames, and send them back to the manufacturer where they 
are rebllil t. We can then package the filter media in a small space for waste 
disposal. 

COMMENTt This is an interesting pointJ I have never heard this 
reason given. The latest comparison I have seen shows a cost of $43 for a 
1000 cfm plywood frame unit with the stainless steel listing for $525. I 
don't quite see the economics. 

BNL COMMENTt I guess you can buy them at that price. We have not paid 
any such price for oursJ the ones we are buying are about $120. We are return
ing the frames, and then our new replacement filters actually cost less than if 
they were plywood. There is an initial investment, hut when you consider that 
you have to pack these used filters and haul them anywhere from 100 to liOO miles 
to get rid of them it is a real savinr if you can bale them and decrease the 
space; that is why we think we are making money on this. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN 1 

refilling a frame. 
I think that the activity level also might be a factor in 

UKAEA COMMENTt Well, as far as metal-framed filters are concerned, I would 
make it clear that the metal we use is mild eteel, but they are, of course, 
more expensive than the wooden ones. We recognize this, but we are willing to 
accept this extra cost for the advantage we think it gives. 

As far as the sealing problem is concerned, I would agree that there is 
a sealing problem which can, we feel, be overcome. There are two methods 
known for doing this, and we have in fact tested both, which we regard as 
satisfactory from the point of view of the eeal of the filter material to 
the case; we have, in fact, tested such filters which have been in use for 
some period of time. 

But, I would nevertheless agree that a lot more work could be done to 
evaluate the satisfactorinees of the seal after use. 
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PANF.L CHAIRMAN1 I have an answer for a question posed earlier concerning 
the percent penetration at 20% of rated flow. The percentape limit is also -
O.OJ, the same as the rated flow. 

Gf1MMENT: At Hanford, we have had a 1 i tt1e experience over a period 
of time with respect to the penetration of the over-all filter, including 
gasket 1eakage and frame leakage, in addition to the filter penetration of the 
core itseJf. I think I am obJigated at this point to indicate that we had a 
shipment come in just before I came on this trip and it exemplifies the point 
I am trying to make. These filters were good filters based on visual inepection1 
they were well made and it was obvious there was care taken in their fabrication 
all the way through. But the design was such that it made us question 
whether or not the overaJl penetration might be as good as it was supposed to be. 
We ran the reguJar performance test and found that they were well within the 
O.OS percent maximum penetration limitation. We have a modification on our 
testinr facility which can demonstrate the overall penetration of the filter, 
including the frame-joint leakage. As we suspected, we could put them on the 
floor and lean on them, exert a little pressure, and they would sway back and 
forth out of the 90° angle J this was true even with those of exemplary 
construction. 

With the half-dozen or so filters that we tested, the highest one had 
overall penetration about 3 to .5 times the penetration of the core. This is 
an indication that leakage does go high. I think this is something that 
warrants further consideration in the program, where the overalJ penetration 
is of consequence and can be serious in application. 

COMMENTt Another comment to add to the mete.1-frame problem relates 
to my former employment at General Atomics. We had satisfactory experience with 
wooden frames through several filter fire experiences, and yet, due to 
conservatism, operations personnel insisted on ordering metal-frame filters. 

I am also interested in a case of fires of filter loading, whether 
aluminum separators will stand as much as the asbestos ones. My feeling would 
favor, perhaps, the asbestos) I do not know what the test would be. 

COMMENTt If you can promise you will have a low-temperature fire, 
the aluminum separators would be all right. In fact they would be better, 
because they tend to distribute the heat through the filter evenly) we found 
this in the test at Underwriters in February. But, if you have a high-temper
ature fire, and this is the usual case - a fire in the range of 1250 F to 
1500°F, the filter with a1uminum separators will carry away almost explosively 
because they melt so fast. There the asbestos separator certainly is an 
improvement. I will admit I belong to the asbestos separator school, rather 
than the aluminum. 

PANEL CHAIRMANr Asbestos mineral needs a binder of some type to hold 
together in the form of paper. We have run an analysis of asbestos paper 
that has shown as much as 29% organic binder. Yau might keep in mind that 
fact when considering which separator to choose. 

I would like to digress just one moment before we close. We have been 
C•Jnsidering the combustible make-up of fi1 ters for quite a few years, stemming 
primarily from the early desire to incinerate the cellulose-asbestos types, 
and recover the then scarce uranium metal. There was a research report at one 
time which had a page and a half to the effect that if the filters can be 
incinerated, they can also burn in place. This was patently ignored for quite 
a few years although we had g1ass paper available for filters. Mr. Palmer 
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should get a Jot of credit for bringing the attention of this problem of filter 
combustibility to the atomic energy program; he worked under very difficuJ.t 
circumstances to make a small voice at Hanford known to a fairly larE;e 
prorram. He did the early fire tests under quite difficult conditions, as 
Mr. Murrow indicated, sometimes unofficial1y. FrankJy, the atomic energy 
program is indebted to him for his earlier efforts, and I rather suspect 
that the Western World is too. 

May I take this opportunity to thank all of the panel. members for 
their exceJJent presentations. We appreciate their effort.s and thank alJ 
of you for your questions and comments. 
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PANEL C - ROUND TABLE SESSION 
Thursday Afternoon, 24 October 1963 

OTHER KINDS OF FILTERS, EVALUATION METHODS AND PROBLEMS 

a. Super-efficiency 
b. Roughing or Prefilters 
c. High Temperatures 

d. NaK, Na, Special 
Problems 

e. Other Test Methods 

PANEL CHAIRMAN t We have a rather interesting panel session in Panel C, Other 
Kinds of Filters, EvaJuation Methods and Problems. I would like to comment 
that we repret one of our panelists, Mr. D. E. Fain, ORNL, for reasons beyond 
his control could not be present this morning. Therefore, the final 
composition of the panel is: 

L. Si1verman, HACI,, Chairman 
w. E. Browning, Jr., OR.NL 
R. G. Dorman, UKCDEF: 
w. J. Megaw, UKAEA 
A. H. Peters, SRP 

The purpose of this panel is to discuss problems of the future as well aa 
those of the present. We will follow the procedure of previous pantJle and 
al low the panelists to make brief statements and follow their presentations 
with questions and answers. 

ORNL PANELISTr We have made eome theoretical calculations in which we have 
tried to fonn an idea of what will happen to materials after they have been 
reJeased in a reactor accident. We have tried to take especial advantage of 
certain physical facts; nameJy, that they do occupy space volumes and there is 
only a certain amount of meter:lal depending upon the volume capacity of the 
particle. 

The other phys1.cal property is the tendency of particles to agglomerate 
as a result of their colliding with each other. We tried to set some 
theoretical limit, if we could, as to the amount of radioactive material 
which cou]d be contained in gas suspension as the function of time after release. 

Mario Fontana, who is the co-author of the paper ORNL-NSIC 1 applied 
the expressions in Slide 1 to the case in which a reactor is conta:lned in 
two concentric contaiments, the outer one of which is ventilated. 

If you are talkir-g to members of the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards, who are very skeptica] about the reJiability of your systems and 
you have been testing your fi1ters with OOP aerosols, you might find it 
difficult to convince them that yruhave a filter that is good for anything 
other than the aerosol size for which you have been testing. It turns out 
that you can forget about particles of any different size than O.J micron as 
long as you catch them when they get to be 0,J micron. The aJternate is the 
number of curies released. I should mention that we are assuming here that 
the particles are loaded to their full volume capacity with iod:lne atoms. 
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If you arr convincinr peopJr that you can remove 0.3 micron particles, 
then the criticaJ time is around 20 seconds; this has a value r:if approximately 
30 seconds. That means you have JO seconds worth of leakafe which will be 
rclrnsed dud nv a] J the time after the reactor accident; if that is satisfactory 
you do not need to make any more carcl'uJ anaJysis. These hir:hJy pessimistic 
assumptions are sufficient. 

_.; 
App1ied to the N. S, SA VANNAH case, this means 10 " of the totaJ iodine 

would escape. While this is just a theoretical treatment, if you want to be 
real1y positive, there ought to be some kind of experimenta1 work done. But, 
it does look to me that the limited volume capacity of particles and the 
limited concentration that is stable avainst agglomeration can be used to set 
a maximum 1imit as to the amount of materiaJ that can be contained in small 
particles in a gas beyond a certain time, 

PANEL CHAIRMAN t There is a subtle ilT'plication here as to whether this is 
a super-efficiency fi 1 ter, the point beinp: that if you are depending on 
agglomeration you can, in fact, get higher efficiency from an instal ]eel filter. 
I will have a little more to say after the other pane1 members have completed 
the:ir discussion about higher-efficiency filters than what we are using. 

The SRP Pane1ist comes next on the basis of some discussion of roughing 
fiJters, demisters, and problems associated with them. 

SRP PANELIST: Yesterday, Mr. I.ist described the containment or confine-
ment program at the Savannah River Plant for our production reactors, and he 
briefly mentioned that we use demisters or moisture entrainment separator 
systems. I am afrajd that I cannot tel} you today whether it is economical to 
use roughinr, fiJters or prefilters in any l<iven containment system. In our 
own case the benefits we get from the demister as a prefilter is only a bonus 
feature. The demisters are absolutely essential in our own case to protect the 
particu]ate filters in the event that we release laq:~e quantities of steam in 
a nuclear action. We have found that dusting fi]ters fail seriously when 
exposed to unprefiltered mixttires of steam and air containinrr entrainment, 
and therefore we have instaJ led or are currently inataJ ling moisture entrain
ment separators. We have found that these units also fiJter out a certain 
percentage of atmospheric dust. We have measured in our laboratory program 
removal of ah out 30 to 3.5% of the atmospheric dust by the demisters. 

The moisture entrahiment separators consist of the conventiona1 stain
less steel wire pads, but they dH'fer in that each wire is wrapped with a 
teflon yarn contajning 60 individual filaments of tefJon. The fodividual 
fiJaments are 0.8 mil in diameter. Each demister is 21 x 2 1 x 211 thick. We 
use .5 demisters upstream of 8 particulate filters. This gives us the 
required superf:l.cial velocity to remove the particles of entrained water in 
the steam-air mixtures. About three pounds of teflon material are contained 
in the demist.er. The density is about 30 pounds per cu. ft. J each demister 
is rated at 1,600 cfm at a pressure drop of 9.)11 of water. I mip:ht add that 
we find the demisters remove approximately 15% of 0.3 micron DOP particles in 
a standard test. 

The units in our own application are expensive in that they are con
tained in stainless steel cases, and this about doubles the cost. The price 
is $200 per unit in quantities of 200 or morE. The demisters, without the 
stainless steel case, in such quantities cost about $80 per unit. This is a 
high inj tial investment. We use the stainless steel case because we have 
found that we can clean the demisters simpJy by vacuum:i ng off the upstream 
face which collects the cake. There is not an appreciab1e penetration of the 
atmospheric dust into the bulk of the fibers, but with time, there will be 



penetration. We feel that this dust can be removed by back-flushing the demisters 
with water., 

At the present time, we have an experience of about 13 months in our 
laboratory facilities. The pressure drop during this period of time has in
creased from the initial value of about an inch of water to four inches of 
water. The vacuurn cleaning technique produced a pressure drop to within 25% 
of the initial value. 

As far as the production facilities are concerned at the present time, 
we only have about five mon+,hs experience, and it is too early to ten whether 
the demisters have maJe any beneficial effect in reducing the pressure drop on 
the downstream particulate filters. 

As was mentioned earlier today, we are finding very high pressure drops 
on the particulate .fHters after about a year• s e:xposure, approximately four 
inches of water. This is due to an unusual condition at Savarmah River and we 
attribute it to fly ash from nearhy boiler stacks. 

A very rough prttfilter is in the supply air system., We have a study 
underway at the present time to determine just what is wrong with these roughing 
filters, as far as removal of the fly ash, which we have positively identified. 
We suspect that the filters have not bean installed properly; they are of the 
paper type that you just fold over and insert into a frame. 

The work on the demisters is reported in deta:l.1 in DP-812; the September 
1963 issue of Mechanical Engineering covers the work in summary form on the 
demisters, particulate filters and culminate filters. 

UKAEA PANELiffi' s I was very interested in the ORNL presentation a few minutes 
ago, because in our reactor containment tests we found rut that some iodine does 
go onto particles; and, as far as we can make out, they all seem to be particles 
of about o.5 microns in diameter. However, the iodine is also irrepressibly 
absorbed onto these particlesG You cannot get it off by increasing the pressure 
or by drawlng clean iodine through a Millipore filter containing the particleso 
We think we are on the scent of something at this stage, and we tried to make 
iodine attach itself to artificial aerosols. In metallic aerosols the only 
success we had was with silver. We got some reversible absorption, but not very 
much irreversible absorption. So it appears that there were some particles in 
the atmosphere to 'Which iodine absorbs, and the problem is to find out what they 
are. 

The first point I should make is that if this really does occur at o.S 
micron particles, then, if we are going to release iodine .from a reactor, we 
had better make sure that it is attached to the small particles so they donlt 
fall out under gravity at all to any extent. The sedimentation velocity is very 
slow. They are so big 1 molecularly speaking, that they dontt diffuse out at all 
rapidly. I th:lnk that iodine in this form is in the best fonn to release into 
the atmosphere., The deposition risk will certainly be great.ly reduced, and the 
inhalation risk will be reduced somewhat. Chamberlain some seven or eight years 
ago did some work, which showed that the deposition of thorium-B on the tracheae 
and bronchi was reduced by a factor of several hundred when the thorium was at
tached to these condensation nuclei. The sort of particles that are in the 
atmosphere in the sub-micron range, we have looked at from time to timee 

I think particles similar to those shown in three slides ma.y be of some 
use in filter testing. I know that the IX>P test was chosen because of the size 
Oo3 microns, with expected maximum penetrationJ it is also a reproducible aerosol. 
One criticism of this method might be that we do not have a great deal of notion 
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about the size of the particles, unless we go to the trouble and expense of 
tak:l.ng samples for electron microscopy. On the other hand, we have shown that 
we can get a fair idea of the size by using diffusion techniques. An even 
sirnpler way is to measure the fraction of the particles which is not charged. 
The theory of it is a bit dicey. Sonebody asked Professor Shredding a few years 
back before he died if there was any basic theory in it and he answered there 
was no earthly reason why the theory should be true, but if it seemed to work, 
there was no harm in using it. 

This method has been pioneered by a number of people in Ireland and in 
America, It works on the application of Boltzmann• s distribution law. It can 
be written as an expression for the number of particles carrylng two electronic 
charges. This agrees very vell in our experience with the size that you get 
out of a diffusion battery measurement. We have checked this to a size of aboo.t 
0.5 microns, and there we had some difficulty, but we th:lnk it was due to our 
difficulty in getting a good aerosol. We took it up again at o.5 microns and 
worked it up to just above 1 micron, There, the series changes so slowly that 
the measurements don't really mean ver"J much. But for measurements, say between 
0.01 and 1 micron, this measurement of the fraction of an aerosol charged gives 
a very good idea of the size of the particles, an average size. It must be 
brought to charge equilibrium, because if you generate these aerosols by spraying 
or by heating, you ma.y have some particles ··-tth very high charges. But if you 
store the aerosol, natural radioactivity, cosmic ray and ionization soon brings 
the aerosol to a state in which there is no subsequent change of charge pattern 
with time. During a study of dynamic charge equ.ilibrium, this process can be 
accelerated by passing the aerosol past a radioe.otive source. 

I would now like to talk a bit aboo.t polystyrene sphereso We get these 
gratis from the Dow Chemical Company at Midland, Michigan which is an advantage, 
although the requests have been so great that there has been some delay in 
sending them out. But they are beautiful, uniform spheres. They are unifonnly 
within very near limits, indeed. We would like to dilute these so that in theory 
one droplet can only contain one polystyrene spheres But in fact, we do get 
clumps of spheres. After we filtered it through an atomizer we picked out the 
big clumps in a cascade impactor, then dilute the stream quickly so we don•t get 
much coagulation, pass it into a 100 liter vessel to allow some drying. One 
drawback is that no matter how pure the dilution water is there are a tremendois 
rrumber of very, very small particles, less than 0.01 micron, sprayed up from 
the solution. We take these out by passing them through a very coarse filter 
packed with copper knit mesh. This takes out all the small particles, but it. 
also takes out about So% of the polystyrene spheres; but the aerosol obtained 
at the end contains less 1% by mimber of the very small particles. 

These things, I think, will be quite useful in filter testing. You can 
get them in sizes up to a micron, or thereabouts. Abov•J 0.3 micron it is rather 
difficult to get an aerosol that is sufficiently concentrated to be useful; but, 
in this rane;c, cerlainl;r O.J.88 is a ver:v amenable size to use. You know the 
size of particles that can be tested and the concarrtrations can be measured 
quite easily with nuclei courrters, which were described this morning. I would 
like to suggest this to the meeting as a useful means of testing filters. 

These must be brcnght to charge equilibrium because, lls you spray them 
up, you get particles with very, very high charges. For instance, if you measure 
the size in a diffusion battery before you reduce them to charge equilibriun1, 
you get answers which are a factor of 3 off, or so. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN, I just want to wa.m you that almost, ten years ago they were 
using polystyrene latex spheres here for test suspension with a P-)2 source to 
discharge it. But it i~ good technique and a lot of other people in this 
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country have been using this aerosol. 

Our final pa.nC3list is fro1:1 probably the heart of the early British 
aerosol Nork, the u. K. Chemical Defense EE Center at Portron. Many of you 
are fa.11il:i.~r with rortron; I cannot make a comparison with Edgewood Arsenal, 
but it is the same kind of facility basically. He has some interesting infor
mation, and what he r•3ports on will be the next standar:J test method in En.gland. 

UKCDEE PANELISI't In the time available I can only give you a short outline of 
the sodium flame pP~iculate test. Slide 1 is a schematic diagram. We generate 
an aerosol of carbon salt in spray bottles. There are four bottles per 1000 
cfm; the salt is 2% sol11tion. It passes drn.-m the trunking, which is ahott·~ a 
foot in diameter and some JO to 40 feet long by a baffle, so that it gets ade
quate mixinr: hefore the aerosol reaches the filter, and the length of this 
trunking is sufficierrt. to cause all the water to evaporate from the particles. 
We hope we end up at the filter case here with dry pnrticl·es of carbon salt. 
This does only happen if the humidity in the trnnking is below 60%. If it is 
above that dr:-rinp; is improper and we end up with a rather spongy aerosol. Some 
correction factors can be made if the humidity is known and we know the pene
tration has got to be reduced by a certain am01mt. 

Now hnvinp; passed through the filter, the aerosol goes out into a room. 
But before we sample the aerosol, we mix it by means of an orifice plate and a 
baffle. This mf:tans that it takes care of aey pinhole leaks or any gasket tr011bles. 
We can sample anywhere in the duct and get the same takeup of salt. 

The particles are pretty well all micron in size. They range from about 
OoCll, which is the limit of our electron microscope up to just a little over a 
microno We get an odd one; one in ever<J million or so goes up to 2 rn.iorons, or 
something of that order, but these are insignificant in mass and number. 

We may sample anywhere across the ducting. We sample roughly isometri
cally, anything between a. quarter and four times is good enough for tiey parti
cles$ We lead the aerosol through to a part of the circuit which is greatly 
enlar~ed. There is ahout a cubic foot per minute passing; anything between 
ten liters and 100 liters is qui·':;e satisfactory. 

In a vertical tube is a small ceramic burner, burning hydrogen, and 
this is only looked at so that we see the 5890 sodium lino. It is a free
burning flame, and a design of this size is sufficient. The flame doesn't. 
flare at all. It burns just enough air to keep it burning freely. That means 
it sucks the salt laden air up, and the flame is colored yellow. 

The multiplier is connected to a sensitive galvanometer and the in
creased deflection, because there is a standing deflection due to the clean 
flame, the increased deflection is directly proportional to the mass of salt 
which is burned in the flame. This is independent of particle size. It does 
not matter what the si?:es are within our test limits. I wouldn't say that if 
we burned a 100 micron one, you would get the same thing as with lots of little 
ones; but, when they are all a micron and below, the deflection is proportionate 
to mass, depending upon particle size. 

The calibration of this setup is by taking known volumes of the unfiltered 
cloud and diluting with clean air, and mixing, and then passing thrOUP'P flame. 
One gets a straight line of the concentration against deflection. 

Slide 2 is an enlarged diagra.in of the photo-multiplier housing and flame 
tube with a tube leading the hydrogen up. The glass chimney has a silvering on 
the inside. This silvering is cut away, so that the multiplier sees the flame. 
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The tip of that burner is ab<nt a millimeter belo~-1' the hole oo that the burner 
itself is not seen, only the flame, a bats-wing flame. 

If the humidity in the ducting is not low enough, the salt particles 
w'ill not dry and we end up with a larger aerosol than anticipated. If the 
particles are too large because of this increased humidity, they do not pene
trate so easily. We have boueht a drying apparatus because we are performing 
these tests at regular intervals, and we wait until the air is dry enough. A 
dryin;s apparatus is not too expensive and it adds somethin~ to the cost; we 
can test whateirer the weather is. I suppose this is perhaps more L'llporla.nt in 
Engla.nd than it is in the States. 

Perhaps the thing that is of more interest to you is 
results between the sodium chloride tests and the OOP teats. 
a OOP rig. We had one some 20 years ago and dismantled it. 
think perhaps we ought to do some colTalation. 

the comparison of 
We are building 

However, we nm-1 

For the purpose of this comparison, I have taken some results on small 
sheets of paper from our Canadian and United States friends. I cannot vouch 
for them. I cantt blame them if they haven't given us the right answer, but 
we fully expect they have given us the right an3wer. I think we are getting 
the sort of comparison we should expect. 

We found in one series of tests on 4 square centimeters of glass fiber 
paper at 13 centimeters per second that something on the order of 2.05% pene
tration, but the sodium chloride cloud was more penetrating by a factor just 
over 2. This is at a distance of 13 centimeter.a. But when we go down with 
simllar sorts of paper about 2 .;; centimeters per second, which is the velocity 
per l,ooo c.fm filter, I think, the OOP penetration is about two to three times 
bigger than the sodium chloride. This is most unfortunate, but we can still 
measure the penetration by salt dO'tl'n to .?Ol at 1,000 cfm, with som'3thing like 
+ . 302 or .303 possible error. But it is a less penetrating cloud velocity, 
and I think this is what one would expect. The lower the velocity, the more 
highly penetrating would be the DOP compared with the sodium chloride. These, 
of course, were on small sheets of paperJ they were not on large filters. 

Slide 3 is a photographs of our rig. Here is the spray box. We blow 
air down here, right down the trunking, with a bend in it at its base. Here 
is a filter under test showing the monitors. We meas11re flow and various things 
by putting these across an orifice plate. This is a flame tube. There is the 
end window multiplier. This inclined gauge measures the flow going along this 
tube. It is a rather crude method, but we save money 'Whenever we can. The 
power unit is a discharge stabilizer with fixed voltage. 

Slide 4 is a close-up view of the spray box end. These are gauges for 
the spray. I don't think I mentioned it, but we spray at 100 pounds per square 
inch; and, with four atomizers which you need for testing at 1,000 cfm, this 
involves using 12 cu. rt. per minute of free air. 

Slide 5 shows a blower and filter here. We keep these going all the 
time, so that when we switch off the air from down this trunking, our little 
flame in the decanter over here is burning clean air, so it doesn't get con
tamination on the burner. 

We can measure penetrations at l,ooo cfm of abo11t .001. This is perhaps 
pushing it a little, but we would claim this if we were forced into that position. 

Now finally, as with the OOP apparatus, if we can•t find the signs of 
any lea.ks, we disconnect the trunking behind the filter and we put a searching 
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tube across the face of the filter. We can find exactly where the leak is in 
the filter. 

I might say we•ve found quite a lot of leaks in the commercial filters 
we have tested. 

PANEL CHAIBMi\Ni I think the ORNL Panelist had a little concern about super
efficioncy; I consider him as one of the advocates of the need for super
efficiency filterso If you can get away with the oontainrnent vessel as a re
placement, I am all for it. I would like to say though that we do have some 
situations where filters of an efficiency more than .02 or .01% penetration 
on small particles may be noeded, and I would rather let these instances come 
up with the hope that we have a solution for them, In fact, we have been asked 
for a solution on previous occasions. We are using bag filters in which an 
asbestos float is atomized or aerosolized, if you will, int;o the air streatnc 
Deposits on the surface of the filter produces an additional filter layer, or 
a "schmutzdecke," as the Germans would call it. This will then give you a 
,,ery high effi.ciency filter. 

In the work we did at the Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory several years 
ago we found that we could correlate the thickness of the deposit with the im
provement in efficiency. So those of you who feel that the absolute filter 
isn't absolute enough, that would like to get higher efficiency, if you will 
aerosolize e.sbestos floats :tnto your duct system, you will get an improvement 
in perfon.1ance, and you oa.n show this with DOP or salt, or oil smoke, as we 
did. I think that in the operations at the beryllium plante 9 this has made 
the difference between a very e:xpensive filter installation, 'Where the filters 
would ha:va to be thrown away, e.nd one where y0t.1 oan use a bag filter e.nd repl&oe 
the surface after you shake it dolm into the bino The so-called ultra air 
cleaner, which is sometimes used for pre-cleaning atmospheric air as well as 
the operations of an after-filter art.er all other filters, using asbestos floats 
is one techniqueo 

The ORNL Panelist has suggested another techniqueJ that is the setup ot 
super-fine aerosol which will also build up a cake that will be highly ef.fioient. 
I would like to know though, in ten'18 of super-efficiency problems from our 
audience, if there are specific applications or questions in this area. 

The next item :.ls the question of high temperature~ I think you all 
kncM the problems of the fire in an absolute filter systemo The Dow people 
had one that was of significant magnitude, and the question of whether or not 
we need filters to operate continuously at high temperature, not just fire
resistant, has been a major problem. 

I t.hink I indicated yesterday with regard to the diffusion board, that 
it is in fact a high tempere.tur1:1 ceramic type filter. There are others that 
have been demonstrated and used at the ANP projeot and other pl.aces, and if 
there is still some interest in this area, we would like to hear from the 
audience. 

Another point is on the matter of rrughing filters.. The SRP Panelist 
has indicated the Savannah River experience, e.nd I asked him it he knew anythi~ 
about the comparison of life on absolute filters with and without pre.filters, 
and SavaP.nah River seems to be at some odds in this area1 as compared to 
Hanford. Hanford didn• t put roughing filters on their fire confinem.errt systemo 
I am not certain that the Savannah River had ever plarmed this, but in their 
metallurgical operations they alway·s precede absolute filtera with a dust stop 
or a similar filter. Most of the statistics we could gather in our survey 
indlcated that this. probably doubled the life of the filters. H'e had other 
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applications where this was apparent. So one has to get down to the question 
of ahsoJute economics, which was mentioned yesterday, in that. the prefilters 
might cost as much as the absolute filtersJ and the question arh;es, 1'We11, 
what is the point in doing it? 11 Or if one looks at a dust stop, which is a 
50-cent. or dollar filter, and r,et tw:lce as much life out of the ahsolut.e, I 
think the economics are clearly apparent. 

The other deals with NaK and Na, and special problems associated with 
them. I think this is one of our future concerns. We are concerned l-rith the 
fast reactors; we are concerned with the SRE type, the sodium grRphite reactor. 
We have had NaK fires in laboratories, and we have tried various solutions for 
this. 

In our case, when we heard about this, we tried to develop a vinyl 
filter 'Which could be washed, but this was not intended to be an absolute type 
filter, We have since seen that we could get paper made from Dynel fibers, or 
thermopla.stic fibers, lH~e polystyrene; there is not enough demand for us to 
hnve any filter marmfacturer make it in absolute si7'e or in quantity, 

With the coming need for these type filters, especially if we go to 
fast reactors and must use sodium as e. coolant, we w:Lll have problems where 
a filter must use sodium oxide or sodium potassium oxide, and we ma;-r need a 
much better filtration system than we have at the present tirne. 

COMMENI't }tr comment isn't exactly relevant to your discussion, but I 
want to get it on the program somehow, and I think this is a. propitious time. 

Mr. Collins previously indicated that some significant portion of the 
iodine that is released will go into methyl iodide, which goes right back 
through the filter and is released; and, he :indicated that the amount of methyl 
iodide that is formed seems to be related to the amount of organic material 
that may be in the atmosphere. So here is some kind of a correlation between 
a serious penetra.tion problem, both with filters and with carbon beds, and an 
organic constituent in the atmosphere. 

Mr. Brion indicated yesterday that some aerosols will decrease the 
filter efficiency; at least, in pa.per and cellulose filters. In our private 
discussion afterwards, we were speculating that because of the surface tension 
effect on the fibers, it might also depreciate the perform.a.nee of other types 
of filters with other types of fibers. He indicated also in his private dis
cussion that burdening a carbon bed with organic vaporf:l, and he mentioned 
specificnlly paint sol vents, would really interfere with the performance of a 
carbon bed filter. 

Now I pose two situations where a burden of orr,anic constituents could 
interfere with either a particula.r type filter or a carbon bed type filter. I 
a.'11 cc-ncerned whether anyone has looked at this problem to see what order of 
oreanic contaminants in this type of atmosphere would have what types of effects 
on the penetration of these types of filters. 

PANE!, CHAJRMANt There 1.s a difference of opinion as to the effect of tars on 
filters. Some of the work we did with incinerator effluents with tarring 
aerosols has indicated a serious plugginr, problem to the point where flow was 
practically decreased to zero, rather than a penetrRtion problem. So I think 
you can get more than one effect. 

UKAE/\ COHHENI': I think that having regard to the observations made by 
ourselves and at Iia:rwell on the formation of methyl iodides where iodine is 
released into the atmosphere in various conditions, we ourselves have no doubt 
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that it can under certain circumstances represent a real problem, wit!'l which 
carbon filters are unable to deal. Tlndoubtedly, the ability of carbon filters 
to deaJ with methyl iodide, even up to the J oadinrs which we find that they can 
effectively retain, may possibly be decreased by loadinr: the charcoal bed with 
organic contaminants, which is ohviously a prablem perhaps of more concern to 
chemical processinv operations than to react1Jrs. But here we must not forget 
the work that is being done on organic reactors, where this may well be a quite 
severe pro bl em. 

COViI1ENTr At Hanford, I have looked at the effects of vapors on charcoal 
fi] ters, and I find that the hexaclone does not interfere with the molecular 
iodine. I have also looked at the effects of oil droplets from aerosols, and 
there I find that this leads to increased penetration of the bed. I do not 
know whether ~~t is because of the iodine J!Oing onto the droplets, or formation 
of iodine compounds. 

AEC COMMENTt I have data to offer Mr. Dorman. On November 15, 1961, we 
checked a 1,000 cfm panel from Great Brttain, which had been exposed to methylene 
blue with a cutoff rating of 0.01, sodium chloride 0.0035 penetration, and the 
OOP at Edgewood indicated 0.008, which was roughly twice the sodium chloride 
consistent with the particle size. I won't ask him to vouch for the makeup of 
the sodium chloride machine on which it was checked. 

Dr. First, I think, had a question over here. 

HACI, COMMENT: I was going to accept your invitation to comment on fireproof 
fi1ters by pointing out that the fire retardant resistance is largely a matter 
of construction, using fire retardent pJywoods, rubber base cements, and so on. 
The upper 1imit is about JOOOF, not that the filter will burn up at that tem
perature, but the organic materials begin to degrade. 

On the other hand, using metal framed filters with glass fiber packing 
instead of cements and gas vapor made by asbestos or aluminum separators, the 
effective temperature 1imit is somewhere between 900° and l,OOQOF,, depending 
npon the resistance of the particular paper. All that will happen at high tem
perature is that the organic binders in the paper wil1 burn off with a small 
amount of smoke, and the filter will degrade. For higher temperatures than this 
it is necessary to go to a ceramic material. It is possible to build a filter 
with ceramic fibers which wi11 withstand temperatures to 23000F. for an indefi
nite period. These were the niters that the Panel Chairman was referring to 
at the reactor test site, I believe. The primary objection to filters that 
withstand 2300°F. is their enormous cost, but there is a complete range of ma
terials available where the need exists. 

PANEL CHAIR.MANI Has there been any experience with mechanical failure of 
ceramic filters because they are brittle and cannot take mt1ch in the way of 
vibratjon or shock? 

HACL COMMENTt Yea. I saw two installations at Merck Chemical Company about 
a year ago, in which ceramic filters were installed jn a filter frame; I believe 
there were 16 of these uni ts costinp; almost $1, 000 apiece. No provision had 
been made for thermal expansion, and, when I saw them, each one of them was 
completely cracked and useless after about one day's operation, 

COMMENT: What is the best means of testing carbon filters f?r iodine 
removal efficiency in-place? I don't know whether it is appropriate to this 
panel, but it doesn't seem to have come to an easy solution previously. 

ORNL PANELISTt We have run a number of in-place tests for the SA VANNAH to 
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determine whether the charcoal absorbers are intact and functioninr,. In these 
tests most1y elementa1 iodine is injected into the ventillation stream about 
the place where the gas leaves the reactor compartment, and samples of this ras 
are taken before and after. The samples of gas are passed through charcr:ial ab
sorhers and fiJ ters, and these co] lectors are radio-assayed to determine the 
efficiency. We have obtained consistently high efficiencies in these tests. 

S0metimes it is j_nconvenient to perforn radio-assay tests because of 
the possibi1i ty of contamination hazards. We have limited these tests to times 
when the ship :is in a place where we can stand an accidenta] spill or at sea or 
berthed where there is enough confinement around the ship to prevent accidental 
exposure of the population. 

For this reason, we have developed a method of testing which is similar 
to the radio-assay technique, except that we use larger amounts of normal iodine, 
with out any radio-iodine, measurlng by activation analysis. In the activation 
analysis we can detect a microe;ram of iodine readily, al though background amounts 
of normal iodine limit 01ir actual sensitivity to about 5 micrograms. This back
~round iodlne comes from the charcoal and possibly from the atmosphere. 

COMMENTt I want to give a report from the stranded ship SA VANNAH. The 
methods just described for iodine checks work quite well when we are in port 
and we have every expectation of beinr out of port eventually. In the program, 
we have been workinr on instrumental methods of checking the filters, using 
stable iodine having cross-checked the instrument both with the Bureau of 
Standards and correlated it with the developments of some work that Mr. Adams 
has been doing at ORNL. It is not as sensitive a detector as is activation 
analysis. However, we can, on a go-or-no-go basis, determine the filter removal 
efficiency up to 99. 8%. Since we are limited by hazardous evaluation to operate 
as long as the filters are above 99.0%, we feel it is good enough. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN 1 Earlier this morning in the first panel, somebody had a ques
tion for this panel, and I haven't heard it repeated. I would like to have it 
now. 

QUESTIONt 'The question was with regard to testing in-place by means of 
stack monitorin~ devices. 'The sources suggested were possibly radon decay 
daughters and normal fallout that might be present, or possibly a known and 
controllable process stream being fed through the filters. 

LRL COMMENTt The system using radon daughters and atmospheric dust as a 
test method to check filters was developed and has been used once since. There 
is no organized use of it in checking filters at this time. 

QUESTIONt The question I have relates to the use of pre-filters. Mr. 
Peters mentioned 15% [.()P for the Demister. He also mentioned a 30% deficiency. 
He didn 1t mention what basis was used on that. If one were to specify a pre
fil ter to have a 50% DOP, is this a good way? Or should one use, say an NBS, 
either atmospheric or the dust? I am interested in the British use of pre
fi1ters, what they have found in this regard as to recommended efficiencies 
and added Ufe which you might expect toward the hirh efficiency filter. 

UKCDEE COMMENTt I have some figures for pre-filters, which are glass fibers -
rough g1ass fiber, 50% penetration initially to a standard dispersed cloud with 
a mass mean diameter of about a half micron. With this backed by what yon might 
term an absolute fi1 ter against this particular cloud, the resistance area is 
about four or five inches, and the penetration of the filter had dropped 50% to 
0.1%. Carrying out these experiments, we can use such a pre-filter. We can 
use about eight different pre-filters before the backing filter has risen 
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appreciably in resistance. 

The use of pre-filters obvious] y must depend to a large extent on what 
the part]c1e size is. Hard and fast rules cannot be made. We must know what 
particJes are in the air before we can decide whether it is economicalJy worth 
whiJe to use a pre-filter. But it is surprisinp how a very, very poor pre
.filter s0on cl0rs up and becomes a pood fi1ter because of the depr)sition of 
particJ es on j t. 50% from 1 % is quite a larre ranf!e in increased efficiency. 

SRP PANELIST: We reneraJJy avree with Mr. DoI"llan. The 30 to 35 per cent I 
quoted on the Demister was for rural atmospheric dust at the works in the pilot 
p1ant area, with a particle distribution of about l to 40 microns, and a mass 
mean diameter of 3 to 4 microns. 

I think the application of pre-filters has to be considered for each 
application. In our own case, I mention the f1y ash prot-J em, the mass mean 
dj ameter of the particJ es getting out of the stack and into the filter was 
about 3 to !.i microns. We feel there, that the Demisters are going to do a very 
rood job as a dust cake is built up on the upstream face, and eventually extend 
the life of our absoJnte filters, which at the present time is very low - one 
year where we were hopinp; for three years. The Demisters we have a stainless 
steel case. We hope these have a life in excess of five yeara, since we have 
demonstrated they can be cleaned. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cheever 1 s question as to whether or not OOP is a p-ood 
test method for the other types of filters makes a p:ood comparison if such 
equipment js avai1ab1e. But as to the correlation with NBS and any other test 
c0lies, there could be some douht becuusr') nf the size of those aerosols. They 
have a fairJy wide size distribution, whereas OOP h;rn a narrow spectrum, and 
complete corrcJ a ti rm may nvt t>E.; obtained. 

In screeninf' materials a test like OOP has an advantar,e, in that some 
comparison is possibJ e, hut there is quite a shock when looking at something 
like the pre-filters of HB-2, and so on. When you run a OOP test and get zero 
for efficiency, these are oil coated filters and they don't respond at all to 
this partic1e size. 

UKAFA COMMENT: To add to that comment on pre-filters, when used in bu1ldings 
where the air is already rre-c]eaned and the atmosphere inside consists of dust 
particles which are stilJ below the 1 micron range, we are working on a pre
fi1ter for use in conjunction with hirh efficiency filters, which would be of 
the superfine c]ass fiber type. 

SRP PANELIST: Our tests of Demisters, particularly filters and activated 
carrion uni ts, in which we entrained moisture in the system, we found that the 
entrained water was saturated with iodine. So it is a matter of what that 
concentrat] on is and what the entrained moisture is in your system. In some 
of our simulated tests, none of the iodine got beyond the Demister where we 
had a c1ovr:ed condition. 

QUESTION: In some of the other installations, the pads of Corning 115 
r:lass fiber have been used for hot streams, where hie-h re1iabl1ity is required 
and more life is desired. I understand now that Corning is voinr: to discontinue 
the manufacture of that fi.ber. That beinr the case, I wonder if there is a 
sui tahJ e substitute available for that service? 

CO!vC'-1ENT: Owens Corninr furnished some pre-filters made with 115-K which 
we used fatr}y widely in the pror:ram, and the fiber they have proposed to sub
stitute for thjs, which is JJ5-C. The JJ5-C is rather a stratr,ht fiber. The 
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fiJters were placed in a sinple bank at Hanford for 18 months or so, and the 
dust removal was about 75 to SO, the lower ratio beinf! the 135-C. Corning 
wouJd Jike to discontinue the operation of the machine making the JJ')-K, be
cause it is run only two weeks out of the year. Notwi th stand inf these resu1 ts, 
they would Jike us to forecast needs and try to find a substitute, so that they 
can set about doinr: this. They do not have a definite date, and they wilJ not 
give us a date for shutting off that fiber manufacture. 

QUESTIONt I would like to ask Mr. Megaw in connection with his iodine 
releases in containment vessels, whether he has attempted to fractionate the 
particulate activity in the air to determine to which fraction of the particles 
the iodine seems to be sticking? 

UKAEA PANELISTt The answer is yes. The first series, the ones we did in the 
containment vessels, was in May 1960. On this we measured the fraction of the 
iodine which would attach to particles, and we tried to get some idea of the 
size distribution. But it didn't work out very well. In fact, we didn't get 
any results that we could believe in, due to the fact that it was the first 
time we had done this and the equipment wasn't all that it might have been. 
But the results indicated that the disappearance of the particulate iodine from 
the atmosphere was a little bit faster than that of the nuclei in the atmosphere. 
I do not really know what this means. It could mean they are either smaller or 
larger. Certainly, the results could have been explained. We felt the results 
could have been explained if the iodine was attached to particles in the J, 2 
and 3 micron ranre. 

We recently had the opportunity of doing several other runs last May. 
We had a sampJ.ing line which contained a four staire cascade impactor, p1 us a 
filter which we thought would take out raost things above 1 micron. We then 
folJowed this with a diffusion battery on which we got some idea of the size 
of the inactive nuclei in the atmosphere; that is, the onee that didn't have 
iodine attached to them, and also the particles which did have iodine attached 
to them. These results came out fairly conoistently, from memory, at 0.05 
micron diameter. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: I am voing to take advantage of the chairman's posit.ion here 
and say that unless some reaJ stimulating ques+,ion comes forth, we will consider 
that the pane] has discharged its obligation right now. We are indebted to the 
panel members here, both from the U • K. and the U. S., for providing a very 
stimulating discussion. 
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PANEL D - HOUND Ti\BLE SESSION 
Thursday Afternoon, 24 October HlG3 

MISCELLANEOUS P HOBLEMS TO BE CONSIDEHED 

Fume Hood e. Hap id Determination of 
Plastic Mate rials Activity 
White Hooms f. Iodine Sampling 
Particle Size g. Incineration 

PANEL CHAIRMANr Good morning, gentlemen. Panel D, Miscellaneous Problems 
To Be Considered, has the following panel membersr 

R. Dennis, HACL, Chairman 
M. W. Firet, HACL 
D. P. O'NeiJ, ANL 
L. Gemmell, BNL 
R, E. Adame, ORNL 

You have probably observed in our list of subjects for this last panel 
we have material which cannot be attributed to any one category. We have had 
one paper on special type of materials used in fume hoods, but that subject has 
not come ·up to any great consequence in any of our diecusaions so far. Plastic 
materials have been touched on and we intend to cover that somewhat during our 
discussion. White rooms merit comment. Particle size has been treated to a 
great extent in many of our discussions. In rapid determination of activity we 
have had several general methods ind1 cated, and our BNL Panelist has mentioned 
he would like to treat the subject specifica1Jy from the point of view of iodine 
monitoring. In view of the very enthusiastic response and interest in problems 
relating to todine this is & worthwhile part of our agenda. If time permits, 
I wouJ d myself like to take the liberty of making a few comments on inclneration 
problems. 

The only instructions to the panel members is that we are pressed for 
time. If we can hold our comments down, as indiv:l.duala, each to five to seven 
minutes, it would be quite helpful. At this time I would Jike to turn the 
discussion over to the BNL Panelist. 

BNL PANELISTi My only 1·eason for befog on the proeram 1 I presume, is that 
we depend very heav:l.ly on monitoring. We have no ultra-filters in our reactor 
setup, and anything that goes along, we have to depend strictly on our moni taring 
methods. 

The reactor~~ itself is a cube of graphite in which we move approximately 
270,000 cfm of air through it for cooling. There are approximately 615 horizontal 
holes and about 4,900 highly enriched fuel elements. The flow comes up to the 

*See 11 The Use- of Activated Charcoal-Iodine Mani tors Dur:l.ng and FolJ owing a 
Release of Fission Product Iodines," by Charles F. Foelix and L, Gemmell, 
p. 629. 
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center gap and flows bHateraJ ly. It is monitored by moving tape particulate 
monitors. Inlet air filters are ordtnary glass-wool to filter out the large 
11 sticks and stones. 11 

Other filters in the duct are filters that have been in there for 12 
years. The filter efficiency is not high; it is only about 80%. After 12 years 
of gatherlng dust, we are looking forward to in-place filter testing very soon. 

Slide No. 2 is a typicaJ charcoal trap. The filter in the trap is normally 
changed at two- or three-day intervals, and the quantity of iodine-131 on the 
filters is determined by counting in a calibrated gamma epectrometer after suf
fic:lent time has elapsed to permit the decay of tt:e short-lived iodides. After 
all necessary decay and samplings are made, the total stack release of iodine-131 
ia computed. The system is used primarily as an :Inventory monitor to measure 
accurately the total release of iodine-lJl and it is not necessarily intended 
to pick up accidental releases. 

During a two-day period about a year ago there were three distinct short
term releases of activity which were the result of a partial claddin17, failure 
in one of the fuel elements. Although these releases were not of eerioue pro
portions, they did provide valuable experience in the area of reactor effluent 
monitor:lng under emerRency condltions. The three releasl"s were characterized 
as follows. 

On the opera ti onaJ monitors the north duct particulate monitor showed a 
peak and the presumption is that some materiaJ in the cooling a1 r had been ac
tivated. The c1asslc example is that a vehicle, an automobile or a stationary 
englne, operating near the a:lr intake with the exhaust fumes being sucked into 
the reactor. When only one duct monitor shows a peak, it indicates that the 
activity has been released in that half of the reactor. 

The Kanne chamber monitor responded promptly to fu1l-scale reading and 
returned to a normal, which indicated a short, concentrated release of gaseous 
activity. The particulate monitor in the base of the stack showed a peak of 
modest proportions wh:l.ch would not in itself be cause for alarm. 

The first release occurred at about 2100 hours on September 10, 1962. 
The next morning the charcoal trap was taken from the sample line and placed 
in the gamma spectrometer within ten minutes after removal. It was immediately 
apparent from the display of the gamma spectrum on the scope of the analyzer 
that a release of fission product iodines had occurred. The O.J65 mev photo
electric peak of iodine-131 was prominent, and almost as large as the 0.53 mev 
peak of iocline-133. Normally the iodlne-131 peak ia almost entirely masked 
out, and much smaller than the iodine-133 peak. Under normal conditions the 
reactor will release about 8 me of iodine-131 a day. It was calculated that 
the first release totalled something in the nejghborhood of 70 me. The second 
and third releases contained 180 and JOO me of iodlne-131 respectively. 

The problem of locating the fupl element is one of the th:l.ngs that would 
be of interest to you. 

Needless to say a great deaJ of effort was being expended to find the 
source of the releases, but finding one or two damaged fuel elements out of 
4,900 elements is a d:i.fficult and time-consuming task. Between the second 
and third release the reactor was shut down, and the elements in several sus
pected channels were inspected, These channels were suspected because of 
higher temperature readings on the thermocouples in the channels. The elements 
appeared normaJ, so the reactor was brought up to reduced power level, and 
shortly thereafter the third release occurred. 
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It was declded to reduce power level and take alr sampJ.es from each fuel 
channel. The sampJcs were taken to the charcoa] traps and the traps were 
monitored with a sur;rey instrument. One fuel element was found to be much 
higher than the rest. The reactor was shut down and elements in the channel 
were remov€d and inspected. Two of the four elements appeared to be damaged. 
One had a apotted appearance, and the other was badly blistered. Subsequent 
hot-eel] insp€ction and testing of the elements proved that they were the source 
of release. 

The reactor was again brought up to power. No further distinct releases 
occurred, but the stack samples showed that the iodine-131 being releaeed was 
much higher than normaJ, initialJy about ten ti.mes higher and slowly tapering 
off to normaJ in about 20 :iays. It was theorized that some of the iodine from 
the elements had condensed or adsorbed on the duct work and ex:t t air filter a 
and was slowly subliming or exchanging out into the alr stream. The analysls 
of· the additional air samples taken on charcoa) at the north and south duct 
monttors and at the base of the stack, supported this theory. 

On September 1.5, about three days after the lMt release, a set of 24-
hour samples were started, with samples taken at the north and south duct 
monitor locations, and at the stack. When these samples were analyzed, the 
followin~ information was obtainedt The ratio of iodine-lJJ to iodine-131 in 
the south duct was B. The north duct was 1.4. And in the stack, 1.2. 

The rate of release and the ratio found in the south duct was normal. 
The ratio in the north duct and the stack samples was not as low as one would 
expect for three- or four-day old equilibrium fisston products. However, if 
the sample results were corrected by subtracting the normal amount of iodine-131 
and iodine-133, the remaining activity shows a ratio of about O.l, which corre
sponds to several-day old equilibrium fisa1.on products. Alao, it was found that 
the amount of iodine-131 be:tng released from the stack was almost twice the 
amount found in the duct sampJ.es, indicating that about 50% of the iodine-131 
being released was coming off the filters. 

These samples, then, supported the theory that the iodine released from 
the fuel elements had adsorbed or confined on the duct work and filters and 
was slowly subliming or exchanging off into the air stream. Subsequent ex
periments showed that the adsorption-exchange mechanism was the dominant one. 
In the course of trying to develop a new operational iodine monitor, stable 
iodine-127 was released into the reactor to produce iodine-128 to check the 
response of the new monitor. Each time this was done the stack charcoal iodine 
monttor showed a suffic:l.ent increase in the amount of iodine-131 present. The 
fact that iodine-127 is put in, and iodine-·131 comes out indi.oates that even 
under normaJ operating conditions there is iodine adsorbed in the reactor 
structure which exchanges off into the atr stream. This knowledge of the be
havior of iodine suggests a method of decontaminating reactors or other struc
tures. 

The system of iodine monitoring in use at BNL has proved to be a satis
factory means of measuring the release of iodine-131 to the environment under 
emergency conditions. Although the cooling air effluent is monitored by other 
means, which indicated that something had been released, only the system using 
activated charcoal traps and gamma spectrum analysts could reliably indicate 
that a release of equilibrium fission product iodine had occurred and accurately 
measure the amount releasE:d. Other media tested by BNL and others do not have 
as consistently high collection of fission release as the charcoal traps. The 
system was aJso used for locating the defective fuel elements, and expJ.aining 
the behavior of iodine within the reactor structure. 
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ANL PANELIST t What I wou} d hke to discuss is the change in phi.losophy in 
some areas of Argonne NationaJ Lahoratory that have taken place as a result of 
corrosion problems we have run into in our anaJytica] problems} we have intro
duced about 200 plaat:l.c hoods in the last two years. This was necessary because 
the chemists encountered corrosion products in some analyses in spite of using 
plastic sheeting, tape, and other coatings, 

In some of the other hoods in which we have used approximately 6,ooo 1i ters 
of concentrated acid during the past ten years, we arc stilJ working with the 
same hoods. These hoods, which were cJeaned regularly, were not satisfactory 
for the chemists. A testing program was started in 1959 for corrosion, heat 
res1stance, decontaminability and fire resistance. Some of the materiaJs tested 
were Hetron 92-55, a polyester with 5% antimony trichloride, 5% styrene laminate, 
a fiberrlass refoforced materiaJ. PVC, vinyl, and some others were also teated. 

As a result of these early investigations there were some heat testsJ 
materials were placed on top of heating elements. The decontamination tests 
consisted of putting a Pu solution in various concentrations on these materia1s, 
and then cleaning them off, One decontamination experience which tended to 
direct them toward Hetron-92 was the fact that we had a Hetron hood from some 
previous work and the Pu was readily removed. Some of the other plastics in 
that hood could not be cleaned. As a result some large hoods were fabricated, 
2611 deep, 42" wide and 42 11 high. In-place fire tests were run on the hoods and 
the ducts, which wer~ fabricated of the same material. A typica1 laboratory 
hood loadir.g was useds Four t-gallon cardboard containers) two 1-quart cardboard 
containers} 18 empty 250 PV wash bottles; 48 sheets of KleenexJ twelve feet of 
-!" inside diameter rubber tube; 10 feet of 20 mm polyvinyl sheetJ 10 feet of 
absorbent paperJ 1 pound of acetone; and some other items. I choose to think 
this was a collection of materials from various hoods, and that no one hood 
ever contained so much rubbish! 

Five teats were perfonned. On the first test, using the Hetron 92-55 
hood, in starting a fire in the acetone, the prefilter plugged at 37 seconds, 
and 30 or 40 people were driven from the building. The same test was run with 
a statnless hood, and it plugged in 100 seconds, or in about three times it 
took with the Hetron 92. 

It was promptly concluded that whatever hood is used, a fire resulting in 
the plugging of a prefilter would result in the contamination of the laboratory. 
It was determined that a sealed extinguishing system was neededJ it was teated 
in the stainless and worked. Tested in the Hetron hood, it worked equally well. 
When the extingu'lsher wee activated at 11 seconds, in 60 seconds it was too far 
gone, and it was pluggtng. 

The fire-extinguishing system then became an integral part of the hood, 
It consisted of a cylinder of C02, with discharge head, which could be manualJy 
or automatically actuated J a sea] ed nozzle to protect it from corroston; two 
outlets in the hood; four in a double box, one in a glove box and two in a 
large hood; a heat detector located ir. the top rear of the hoodJ a switch that 
will actuate an alann in the hood and cause an alarm to indicate at the fire 
board ao that the fireman can respond on a single corridor, checking the labo
ratory for the noise and red button. 

The hood costs about $1,000 for an order of 127. The stand on which the 
hood is placed, including the rheostats, the service controls, and electrical 
outlets costs about $156. The fire-extinguishing system for the 93 insta]]ed 
hoods costs $JOO, for a total of $1,456 for one hood. 
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The horids are easily decontaminated. They have a safety glass front at 
7-~ 0 • The chemists seem more than satisfied. One smalJ fire has left a smaJ J 
spot in one hood. A considerable amount of acid has been used without any de
tectable damare to the hood. Where the fire-extinguishinr systems are to be 
used in our hot chemistry laboratories these hoods wj lJ be empJ oyed. There are 
none now being used in the wet chemistry laboratories. That concludes my com
ments. 

HACL PANELIST: I would like to extend the remarks of the ANL Panelist about 
plastic structures. This came to mind from Mr. Boise's talk when he described 
a PVC blower which failed in a matter of a few weeks. This is perhaps unusual 
for this type of equipment, because plastic materials are coming into widespread 
use industrially and in general their service and performance is exce lJ ent. 

I am familiar with one PVC instaJlation which is working on fumes from 
aqua re£ia pots dissolving p1atinum metals which has been in operation for 
approximately ten years. I am familiar with many glass-reinforced polyester 
instalJations in pickling and etching service of a very severe nature, including 
hydrogen chJoride, oxides of nitrogen, and hydrof1ouri.c acid. 

One of the principal prohlema with rtgid PVC construction is its inability 
to withstand vibration, and I wonder whether the blower which was described by 
Mr. Bo:ise might not have become out of balance because of tlie depositi.on of 
particulate matter on the blades. 

There are many advantages to the use of plastic materials. One is the 
specific gravity of glass-reinforced polye11ter, about LS, as compared to a 
specific gravity of 8 for steel, or perhapE1 9 or more for alloy steels, which 
the plasttc structure would be replacing. Even thou&h the wall thickness for a 
plastic structure would tend to be larger, perhaps 3/~" wall thickness for a 
plastic structure as against 1/411 for a steel or aJloy structure, there is still 
a net gain of about 1/2 in weight for the plastic structure. Thia, of course, 
makes it a lot easier to handle; smaller supports are required. 

I have in mind one structure constructed of glass-reinforced polyester 
which was supposed to be the largest plastic structure ever built. It waa a 
scrubbing tower of 10-1/2 feet in diameter and some 56 feet in height. It was 
shipped on a flatcar and erected in place with a crane; the structure is self
supporting. The point I am trying to make is that these matertaJ s are very 
useful and are solving many problems. 

I was recently at a factory making this type of structure, and I was 
surprised to see they were making axial flow blowers of quite large aizeJ per
haps four or five feet 1.n diameter of glass-reinforced polyester; this ta a 
real a.chievement in terms of strength and durabtli ty because the speeds of this 
type of centrifugal machines tend to become quite high. 

Turning to the use of fibers, I think you have a] ready heard something 
about the use of teflon fibers in the Demisters which have been discussed the 
last few days; of somewhat older service are saran fibers which we tnvestigated 
at the Harvard Air Cleantng Lahoratory back in 1950, and whtch have been in 
service for corrosive condttions in many instalJations since then. I believe 
there is an instaJlation here at Oak Ridge that was installed withtn the last 
couple of years and is in continuous service, 

In addition to saran, orlon and Dynel fibers are avatlable for deep-bed 
fiJtration and for gas adsorption in scrubbing; aJl of these fibers have been 
woven into cloth or felted for use w:l th industrial, cleanable bag ftlters. 
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One limitation of plastic materiaJs is temperature. Polyester materials, 
polypropyJene materiaJs now are avaiJahle with a temperature Hmit of J)0°F. 
Teflon, of course, wi11 go up to !i)O or )00°F, at least for some limited period. 
Each year, when the reviews of plastic materiaJs appear, the temperature limit 
seems to go up ten, or perhaps twenty degrees; we are continually finding im
proved materials of a pJastic nature. 

I would like to now turn to the White Room topic. A new Technical Order 
of the Air Force has recently appeared; it is a revision of Work Standards for 
Clean Rooms and Clean Benches. There is quite a voluminous report and I cer
tainly have no time to review it in anything like its entirety. I would like 
to bring up the matter of a leak test or an in-place test for the filters for 
clean work stations, as they are called in this technical order. The test con
sists of a cigarette smoke aerosol generated by a hand-squeeze bulb from an 
ordinary cigarette; the detection mechanism is listed as some type of a smoke 
photometer. The smoke photometer probe is folJowed around the edges of the 
fi.Jter and across the face; if there is any leakae;e, the filter is improperly 
installed. No standard is given as to what constitutes a leak; that is to say, 
no percentage increase or ratio. We are pretty much left with the same sort of 
thing we were discussing this morr:ing; name1y, there are no standards except 
each person will have to decide himself what his particular standard is. 

The thing in the TO that puzzles me is that if the group assembled here, 
wjth all the experlence and know-how on absolute filters, cannot agree on what 
a proper in-place standard test would be, where are we going to r;o to find this 
information? Who are we going to ask? Most of the know-how is sitting right 
here in the room. I would like to surge st, as a final word, that perhaps we 
are talking about two different kinds of tests. On the one hand, the standard 
DOP test which is made by the manufacturer is an index of performance. It has 
no meaning in the sense that it corresponds to any actual s1.tuation in practice. 
I don't know anyone who is interested in filtering O.J micron DOP smoke in any 
plant ln the AEC, or otherwise, and yet this test, or any other of the tests 
that have been sugr,ested, provide a very handy index of filter quality. 

Another type of test is the one made on site for the particular condl tions 
that exist at an installation. This type of test can be focused on the particle 
sizes, the temperatures, the loadings, and so on, that apply specifically to 
that situation, and this is quite a different test, in my oplnion, and I think 
the two should not be thought of as a single test. We need the specific tests 
for a specific installation. But I think we also need a test which gives us an 
index of performance to evaluate quality. 

PANEL CHAiffi1ANt To contlnue our discussion, I would like the ORNL Panelist 
to discuss the uncovered points in the iodine area. 

ORNl, PANELISTr To point up the iodine problem, it is interesting to note 
that approximate1y 50% of the papers presented at this meeting are concerned in 
varying degrees wlth iodine. This is to be compared with approximately 20% at 
the 7th Air Cleaning Conference. It appears that the iodine problem is larger 
than some had originally proposed. Over the past several years many methods 
have been studied and applied to the problem of iodine removal. We have 
scrubbers, high-temperature silver reactors, the low-temperature or room
temperature silver reactors, porous-solid materials such as si1ica gel, molec
ular sieves, and activated charcoal to name but a few. 

Then we have the special methods of development, including the foam and 
diffusion board studies. I believe we will agree that at the present time the 
activated charcoal seems to be the best available solution to the iodine-control 
problem. 
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One field that we are just getting into now j s the question of the other 
forms of iodine. This appears to be a different matter al together. We can 
control, I feel, the molecular iodine releases. The other forms of iodine are 
different matters. The maf!Tlitude of this proh1em is still being defined. The 
J owe red efficiency of charcoal for iodine present in off-gases from chemical 
processinf plants is an excellent example. Additional studies appear to be 
neces3ary to identify and characterize the behavior of these other forms of 
iodine. 

Another area deserving more attention is this area of in-place testing 
of iodine-control systems. What we need in the iodine field is a testing 
procedure such as the in-place OOP tests, but I probably shouldn't say that 
now, considering some of the remarks made here! 

The use of freon adsorption in testing full-scale charcoal units is under 
study at Savannah River. Our English colleagues have tested the behavior of 
gas-cleaning systems, using iodine released w'lthin reactor containment vessels. 
In-place testing procedures are being studied at ORNL in support of the Nuclear 
Ship SAVANNAH project. 

Those of us in the iodine field are still looking for a quick, simple 
test method. If any of you can suggest such a method, we would be most happy 
to receive it. That concludes my remarks. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: Taking advantage '"Jf my position as Chairinan, I would like 
to make a few statements on the general subject under consideration. The first 
point I would like to cover is our impression and that of the AEC, particularly 
the Division of Reactor Development, with regard to a recent publication by the 
Bureau of Mines. The publication came into print after the 7th Air Cleaning 
Conference. 

The Bureau of Mines has issued a publication ROI-608J which suggests that 
there is available a working incinerator for the disposal of low-level radio
active wastes. My first reaction was that perhaps we had fallen hy the wayside 
and had missed some more recent experimental data, but upon examining the report 
we found out that the Bureau of Mines had come to perhaps an entirely different 
impression of the serviceability equipment in contrast to the opinions that we 
had expressed at the previous AEC seminars. 

We did receive communications from the field asking what our impression 
of the unit was, and until we received the final Bureau of Mines publications 
we could not answer. We discovered that the information presented was precisely 
what had been presented before, that no new experimental work had been done, 
and our conclusions of 1957, were that there was considerable experimental work 
to do before considedng the BOMAEC JO unit a functioning incinerator. One 
of the blg prohlems at that time was the design of a gas-cleaning system which 
would handle any type of eff1 uent produced with the typical laboratory-type 
wastes that one expects to burn. 

Many 0f you recall we had unsuccessful experiences with the BOMAEC JO, 
perhaps partially due to modifications. The net result was that we could not 
produce an effluent that could be filtered with glass fi~er bags, and evolving 
from that was the incineration package which Mr. Bloore discussed earlier. 

As far as the Nuclear Defense Laboratory unit is concerned, I think that 
Mr. Bloore covered this quite wen. We want to emphasize af!'.ain that it is 
strictly an experimenta1 unit, and there is considerable flexibility in the 
desir:;n of this package to pennit a variation in the mode of admitting air, both 
as to quantity, velocity and direction. 
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We accept criticisms on the present frate desi~n. We expect the Navy to 
follow through with some burning materia1, and in the experimenta1 unit intend 
to use lightweight, cheap metal gratings of dimensions sufficient to prevent 
the actual fall-through of material, that is, a fixed grate. But we could see 
no point, in the experimental unit, of putting in any involved, rotating device 
which would require elaborate mechanical shields. What has been presented as 
a ~rate design we recognize as only a temporary device until we have time to 
iron out some of the burning features, and the same applies to the charging 
hopper which is also subject to many criticisms. This was just one simple way 
of getting the material into the unit while the fire was under way, then per
mitting drying. 

A loading fork is used, and the sensible question has been put, "What if 
you forget and leave the loading fork?" I dare say, if you were loading it with 
stainless, it would melt in no time at alll During the experimental work we 
know that Mr. Bloore will be alert and see that the fork doesn't stay in the 
firef 

Our experience was, in the laboratory studies, that one minute would be 
required to take a charge containing 90% moisture; one minute's exposure to a 
hot gas had dried it sufficient1y so it could be dumped on the grate without 
interfering with the burning. 

I have had a chance to discuss incineration problems with a few people 
here. One question was brought up as to the matter of charging inte:nnittently; 
our philosophy has been that if an incinerator is charged intermittently we 
would experience the whole process of heating up through any refractory ma
terials. During this period combustion products will be high inorganics, and 
constitute rather a difficult filtering load. 

The matter of using fabric bags has again been brought up. We did find 
that glass fiber bags did do a fair filtration joh with the BOMAEC unit, 
provided that the unit was burning properly, but whenever difficulties were 
encountered there was a strong tendency to plug the fabric, and consequently a 
rapid rise in resistanceJ because of the nature of the fabrics themselves and 
exposure to acid materials there was a tendency to rupture along the seams. 

Plastic media, or vegetable fibers, do not seem to be a safe way of 
handling filtering problems when considering the fire problems. Even if water 
sprays are used to precoo1 the stream, the eventuality must be faced that water 
power may be lost and the filter bags burned. 

As far as the wet collection is concerned, it sounds easy, and if the 
facility is to handle the liquid-waste problem, a wet-collecting system might 
handle the effluent. However, there has been a rather sad experience in some 
locations in the field due to corrosion. 

The net result? I do not think there is any incinerator yet on the market 
which will solve anyone's waste-disposal problems. I hope, as a result of Mr. 
Bloore•s test at Edgewood, that we can eventually come up with something more 
fruitful. 

With regard to iodine, which has been sort of a pet peeve for several 
years, I would like to mention that with carbon tetrachloride and iodine-131, 
salted with iodine-137, we did find in the high concentration range that there 
was no effect whatsoever in the efficiency of Columbia-type activated charcoal. 
However, it is not a realistic type of test aeroso1, and we certainly would 
prefer to use some other type of material. You might even feel that the carbon 
tetrachloride might be an adjunctive selection. In this case, it is a pretty 
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darn rood so1vPnt for iodine. 

A fpw questions mi pht be posed on the degree of fixinp: iodine to charcoa 1 
beds; what type or creep might or mi~ht not be expected; what type of inter
change we might get if we are testinp: iodine filters with normal iodine, with 
Joadings of many orders of magnitude higher than anything we W')U]d expect as a 
radioactive form? We are also interested in the N. S. SAVANNAH program. 

COMMENT: We ~ot into the instrument problem because of the problem 
of the N. S. SA VANNAH beinp: a mobile reactor, and the requirement to test the 
filters for iodine retention. We cannot depend upon the use of iodine-1JJ when 
we are away from certain places in the United States; there is no source of 
iodine-128 aboard the shir, and we use 2)-minute life material when we are away 
from the coast. It takes several weeks to vet activation analysis results from 
iodine-127 tests. We had to have a ship-board means for testing the iodine 
penetration o.f the filters. 

Contrary to the situation at National Laboratories or shore-based plants, 
we cannot afford to keep a chemist aboard the ship for wet chemistry work and 
WP have the pr'."lblem of training a technician to interpret a routine chemica1 
analytical technique. 

Having checked various methods we selected the electrica1 conductivity 
meter, which is based on a small flow of potassium iodide solution over an 
electrode. The sample air stream also passes over the electrode and the dif
ference in conductivity is read on a recorder. A strip-chart record is avail
able. If we all work on a simple system perhaps we can develop some way to cut 
our fi.lter checking costs. We will have a report published on this very soon. 

UKAEA COMMENTt I thought that following Mr. Dorman's description of the 
method, that you might like to see photographs we have taken, in order to analyze 
the effect of particle size and penetration. The left-hand side of Figure 1 is 
of the unfiltered cloud of sodium chloride, and that on the right-hand side is 
of the same cloud after passing through a 99% efficient filter, a fiberglass 
filter, of the aerosol type; and this seems to show not only an absence of the 
larger particles, but a pronounced absence of the smallest particles, as well. 
Figure 2 shows the sheet with three curves obtained at three different velocities 
in the filter, indicating very clearly the maximum particle size penetration 
and the peak penetrations in each case. As I said earlier they are two or three 
times the average penetration for the whole cloud. 

As a matter of further interest, this is based on the use of sodium chloride 
which is a cubic material we are hopine to extend to plutonium, which is also 
cubic, and because of the fact the shape factor is eliminated we would expect 
that we could show an effect directly due to the density variable. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: Is there any significance to the apparent shift toward a 
slightly smaller diameter with the velocity, or is that the way the curves came 
out? 

UKAEA COMMENT: We think there is just a technica 1 e Hect due to velocity 
which gives a shift to a smaller partic1e size. 

PANEl, CHAIRMAN t Thank you. Having already gotten out of sequence, I w:mld 
like to try to get into sequence ar,ain and entertain comments or questions from 
the floor directed toward Mr. 0 1Neil, and possibly Dr. First, as a bit of over
lap in the experience, there; and as far as fume hoods and plastic materials 
are concerned, I think you can direct your questions either way. 
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NLO COMMENT: I W')u]d like to c1ear up the HACL Pam~Jist 1 s assumptions, 
and perhaps apolagizr~ to hi.m for misleading him in the assumption that we did 
not like PVC. Actua11y, WP have carried on quite an expensive pro12-ram i.n testing 
plasti.cs, and we find that PVC is a very good material. We are in the process 
af doing some design W')rk for hoods in PVC, and with duct work. The scrubber 
bJowers were PVC. They were direct-driven, and were furnished as an integral 
part of the scrubbers. We found, on examination, that there was very little 
erosion but no deposition. Erosion of the PVC itself was a mis-engineered 
proposition due to the fact that the manufacturer used a greater peripheral 
speed than the PVC could stand, and they actually flew apart. 

I would like to also ask the ANL Panelist if he has any data regarding 
the concentrations o: the acids, and the types of acids that he used in Hetron 
polyester hoods, and if he knows what the face velocity of air intakes were 
across your hood faces? 

ANL PANELIST: 
trations. 

About 135 foot per minute. I do not know the acid concen-

The tests that we ran on the materials, but not in a fabricated hood, in
cluded imMersing these sheets in concentrated HF, HCl, nitric, and sulfuric for 
periods up to months both concentrated and dilute. It consisted of exposing 
panels in hoods where this type of work was going on for months. We did have 
one early hood (or glove box) used for all our Pu operations, before Pu became 
so common at the Laboratory. Acids were used extensively. I cannot tell you 
how much, what kinds, or when, but I know they were used with no problem of 
corrosion or deterioration of the surface. 

NLO COMMENT r We had some te~its run on several similar plastics and rather 
than running them immersed in the concentrated acid solution, we suspended them 
above a flue system in heated vapors at about 100° up to 150° and found quite a 
hit of degradation with the perchoJoric, and also with concentrated nitric acid. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN: After all that acid left the multiple-eductor units on the 
roof, did you experience any difficulty with automobile paint or painted struc
tures? It appeared to me there was a little bit of rust on some of the assemblies 
~n the roof that was intimately associated with the eductor unit itself. 

NLO COMMENT: The particular tests that we ran were closed. In our general 
operations we had no concentrations up to that amount. The rusted units you saw 
were the results of a concentrated nitric acid atmosphere from another stack. 
These, incidentally, are on the roof of the building approximately 50 feet high. 

QUESTIONs Relative to the use of plastic materials, the AEC design 
criteria makes use of the NFPA Code. How do you justify the use of plastic 
materials? The Code mentions metal duct work. 

ANL PANELISTt We have received approval for the installation of these 
hoods, not only the hoods, but the lateral duct work, vertical duct work, glove 
box, holders right on through the entire new hot chemistry laboratory attached 
to the Chemistry Building. 

QUESTIONs 
protection? 

Were concessions made such as having additional sprinkler 

ANI. PANELIST: No. We do not have additi.ona1 sprink1er protection there. 
We do have the fire protection systems integral with 93 of the 127 hoods. I 
knm,r of no other concession we have made. 
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QUESTION: I am somewhat surprised on the use of C02 for two reasons. 
One, the great turbuJence that you get in the hood, which does cause, if you 
have any contamination associated, a great spread of contamination will result 
with the use of co2 in the hood or particularly in the glove box. Secondly, 
was consideration given to use of the dry chemical compounds in preference to 
co2, because of much greater fire-kill capabilities? 

ANL PANELIST: Yes, dry chemicals were considered. A number of tests were 
run with the C02, in which C02 was discharged through .04" diameter orifice, I 
believe. The pressure never went positive in the hood, and the fire was ex
tinguished on about a half square foot surface of kerosene and alcohol in a 
matter of 20 some seconds. 

The tests in an open-faced hood did result in small amounts of the co2 
coming out into the room, and that is the risk that they were willing to takeJ 
the contamination of the room, as opposed to more extensive contamination if 
no extinguishment was used at all; or in effect, the ruination of the experiment 
if dry chemicals were employed with possibly plugging of the filter. 

QUESTION: Mieht we infer from the possibility of plugging of filters 
that efforts at fire-resistant filters may be not as important as arranging 
quick detection and termination of exhaust ventilation, if we must realize we 
are going to plug up and contaminate our work area anyway? 

ANL PANELIST: We tested the speed of response to our sensing element, and 
we found that Sooo, it would respond within 6 seconds. At 160°, that temperature 
was required, I think, for a little over a minute. 

QUESTION1 Are any precautions taken against accumulations of perchloric 
acid in the plastic, duct work, or in the filters perhaps? 

ANL PANELIST: We have done our utmost to discourage the use of perchloric. 
There is a small perchloric scrubber in use at the present time which will con
fine, I think it 1s 90%, of the perchloric to the scrubber itself. 

In addition, in open-faced hoods we use a perchloric scrubber that was 
developed by Dr. Silverman at Harvard, or modifications, in three or four of 
our laboratory hoods. 

We have had so far no untoward incidents as a result of the frequent re
placement of duct work which we have had to do. 

PANEL CHAIRMAN1 I would like to thank all the panelists for improvising 
considerably and abbreviating their discussions. And at this time we will turn 
the meeting over to Mr. Belter and Dr. Silverman. 
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